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ABSTRACT

Joint Design for Shock Mitigation in Vehicles
by
Jagannadha Rao Naraparaju
Dr. Mohamed B. Trabia, Examination Committee Chair
Professor and Chairperson o f Mechanical Engineering
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas
And
Dr. Brendan J. O ’Toole, Examination Committee Chair
Associate Professor o f Mechanical Engineering
University o f Nevada, Las Vegas

Propagation o f ballistic shock from the region o f impact to the locations o f
critical components can result in human injury and component failure in a combat
vehicle, leading to reduced effectiveness o f the vehicle and its crew. The armor joints o f
the ground vehicle can be designed to reduce these possibilities o f failure. The objective
o f the design is to mitigate (absorb/reflect/disrupt, etc.) the incident shock loading and to
reduce the acceleration transmitted to specific locations within the vehicle using
redesigned joint between structural components that can absorb energy. The purpose o f
this study is to determine the optimal types and configurations o f joints that dissipate
energy and incorporate the advantageous joint designs within the overall vehicle
structure, using finite element methods.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Definition o f Mechanical Shock
Mechanical shock could be defined as “rapid transfer o f mechanical energy to a
system by the sudden application o f a relatively large external force, such as a blow or
impact that results in a significant change in the stress, velocity, acceleration, or
displacement within a system” [1-2]. Most analysts treat shock as a transient vibration.
Mechanical shock on structures and equipment create major design problems for a wide
range o f systems.
Shock and impact to structural components can cause significant functional and
physical damage. The components can be subjected to very large forces and accelerations
during impact and are dependent on factors such as mass, impact orientation and the
surface o f impact. Resulting stresses and strains induced can induce large-scale vibrations
and/or mechanical failure o f the components. To avoid the cost and inconvenience
associated with repair or replacement, such components must be able to accommodate
occasional severe impacts and yet sustain minimal damage.
1.1.2 Types o f Shock Test
Shock tests can be classified into two forms, namely classical shock and transient
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Terminal Peak Saw Tooth - A shoek pulse with an aeceleration profile that ramps
linearly to a peak value and then drops off suddenly to zero, as shown in Figure 1.3.

I
a.

E
<

Time

T

Figure 1.3 Terminal Peak Saw Tooth Pulse [3]

Trapezoidal - A shock pulse with an acceleration profile that ramps to a maximum
value, stays constant for a finite period and then ramps to zero (also called rectangular),
as shown in Figure 1.4.

T im e

T,

T
Figure 1.4 Trapezoidal Pulse [3]
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Using classical waveforms for shock wave testing is generally not intended as a
good simulation o f actual practical shock events. The use o f these waveforms has evolved
largely as a matter o f convenience. Shoek pulses such as half sine, triangular and
trapezoidal can be created in a repeatable manner with straightforward mechanical
equipment. The equivalence o f damage potential o f these classical waveforms to real
world shoek events can be demonstrated through various analyses [3].
Transient Shock is a shock event with a waveform o f arbitrary shape, usually
resembling a short burst o f random vibration [4]. Transient shock has been implemented
as a method o f better simulating the real world shock events in the laboratory.
Traditionally shoek tests were performed using well-behaved waveforms as produced by
simple machines like shaker, digital controller and drop machine. With the advent o f
sophisticated digital signal controllers, it has become possible to simulate real world
shock transients using a suitable vibration system.
1.1.3 Shock Signal Analysis Methods
The method most generally used to analyze a signal is the Fast Fourier
Transforms Analysis (FFT). However, FFT is suitable for analyzing the contents o f a
steady signal, and is not suitable for analyzing a transient signal, such as shock loading
[5]. Shock tests are performed to verify that a structure or a device can support transient
vibrations encountered during its life in real environmental conditions. The most widely
used method o f quantifying a system’s vibratory transient response to shock loading is
called the shock response spectrum (SRS) [6]. Shock Response Spectrum (SRS) analysis
is, by definition, the maximum response o f a series o f Single Degree O f Freedom (SDOF)
systems o f same damping to a given transient signal [7]. The degree o f freedom is
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defined as the ability to move along or around only one axis. These SDOF systems are
selected as a reference to analyze transient phenomena. Instead o f analyzing them by FFT
process, the SRS uses another mathematical tool provided by this SDOF reference.
Indeed, the FFT algorithm is not suited to non-stationary signals o f short duration and
one states the hypothesis that due to the shortness o f the vibrations, the severity can be
characterized by their maximum effects on the SDOF set.
1.1.4 Literature Review
Several researchers have considered the problem o f shock and vibration isolation
in vehicles. For example. Goldsmith and Saekman [8] provided a review o f some o f the
recent research in honeycomb structures and their energy absorption capacity, and
described some potential applications in their use, including protection o f humans in
vehicles. Flassan and Fredrick [9] used FEA to evaluate the crashworthiness o f an
automobile bumper system. Dynamic stresses at failure locations in the bumper are
measured by minimizing the differences o f the stress transfer functions. Sicking et al.
[10] introduced a new tangent energy-absorbing W-beam guardrail terminal. This
terminal dissipates the energy o f incoming vehicles by producing a series o f plastic
hinges in the W-beam as the terminal head is pushed down the guardrail. This energyabsorption concept results in considerably lower dynamic forces on the vehicle, which
reduces the potential for vehicle damage. Ahmed et al. [11] presented a nonlinear
analysis o f shock and vibration isolation characteristics o f hydraulic mounts with flexible
chambers that are employed in various automotive applications.
The vehicles used in the modem warfare are subjected to maximum shoek and
vibration on a regular basis. Armored Personal Carriers (APCs) and Light Combat
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Vehicles are increasingly being used in support role for both troops and other more
heavily armored combat vehicles [12]. As a result, these vehicles are constantly subjected
to harsh shock and vibration conditions. To be effective on the battlefield, they must be
capable o f sustaining operation in the face o f mechanical shocks due to projectile or other
impacts. The mechanical shock environment experienced by armored combat vehicles
during non-penetrating projectile impact is difficult to measure and presents challenging
problems [13]. The US Army has performed extensive research in the area o f shock
mitigation in combat vehicles for sometime now. For example. Das Gupta et al. [14]
presented an overview o f a program to assess ballistic shock propagation damage in
combat vehicles and minimize sensitivity o f secondary systems, within the vehicle, to
such damage. The objective o f their research was to determine the response at critical
locations o f the vehicle hull structure o f the APC M l 13 when subjected to a concentrated
side-on non-penetrating impact load. Toward achieving this goal, a model o f an armored
vehiele was developed using finite element analysis (FEA). The model included hull with
multiple access openings for the driver's hatch, the commander's eupola, engine access
opening, exhaust grills, cargo hatch, as well as rear door cutout, representing the basic
hull o f the Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) M113A2 was generated using PATRAN 3
pre/post-processor program [15]. Frequencies and mode shapes obtained compared with
available experimental modal analysis data for the metallic hull. Some other related work
performed was by Das Gupta [12], which gives valuable insight into the nonlinear
dynamic response behavior o f a generic hull bottom floor to externally applied impact
loads.
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1.2 Objective o f the Research
This project was taken up as a eooperative venture between the University o f
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and the Army Research Laboratories (ARL). Combat
vehicles play an important support role in the battlefield, where they are exposed to great
risk o f being subjected to impact loads. Propagation o f ballistic shock from the region o f
impact to the locations o f critical components can result in component failure and
reduced effectiveness o f the combat vehicle. The project goal has been to develop
concepts to design a suitable joint that helps to attenuate the transmission o f shock, from
the point o f application to different critical vehicle locations, due to impact/ballistic
loading, while maintaining structural integrity. The requirements upon discussion with
ARL were set out to be as follows:
■ Consider loading due to fi-agment and air blast threat.
■ Attenuation to be benchmarked at critical vehicle locations such as, driver seat,
instrumentation panel, and location o f critical components.
■ Benchmarks include maximum acceleration, RMS acceleration, SRS (shock
response spectrum), and PSRS (velocity spectrum).
The armor joints o f the ground vehicle can be designed to reduce the possibilities
o f failure. The aim o f the design is to mitigate (absorb/reflect/disrupt, etc.) the incident
shock loading. This energy dissipation design approach to joints can effectively reduce
the shock loading seen by the components and thus increase the combat readiness o f the
ground vehicle. The purpose o f this study is to determine the optimal types and
configurations of joints that dissipate energy and incorporate the advantageous joint
designs with the overall vehicle design.
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In this research, an approximate Finite Element model o f the APC M l 13 A2
vehiele was created and was tested for different loading eonditions. The objeetive was to
explore the ways to reduce the aeeeleration transmitted to the eritical locations by
conducting a transient Finite Element Analysis (FEA) o f the impact scenario.
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CHAPTER 2

VEHICLE MODEL - APC M i l 3
2.1 Description o f Armored Personnel Carrier (APC) M l 13
2.1.1 History o f APC M l 13 Family
Ford and Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Co. developed the APC M l 13 family
from M59 and M75 in the late 1950's [19]. The M l 13 Family includes approximately
twelve variants o f light armored tracked vehicles used in a variety o f combat and combat
support roles. Today's M l 13 Family o f Vehicles (FOV) is composed o f a mix o f
derivative systems consisting o f the A l, A2, and A3 configurations. The current fleet
includes: M113A2; M113A3; M106A2; M1064; M1064A3; M548A1; M548A3;
M577A2; M577A3; M730A2; M901A1; M981; M1068; M1068A3; M1059; and
M1059A3. Over the next several years, the majority o f these systems will be converted to
the A3 configuration.
Since their initial introduction in 1960, M113-based systems have entered service
in more than fifty countries. The systems have been modified into more than forty
identified specific variants, with many times that number o f minor field modifications.
Many o f these modifications have been developed by foreign governments to meet their
specific national requirements. While some older M l 13 derivatives are being retired and
removed from

selected inventories, other FOV members are being upgraded.
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reconfigured, and introduced as entirely new systems. More than 80,000 M i l 3 FOV
systems have been produced. New M l 13 FOV systems are being built while existing
ehassis are being upgraded to modem eonfigurations. The evolution o f the M l 13 FOV is
shown in Figure 2.1 [19]. Table 2.1 below [19] lists the different main models along the
history o f evolution o f the M l 13 FOV are compared with respect to some important
vehicle parameters.

/E E Z T
1113 FOV EVOLUTION
1X 0

M 113(0AS0UNE)

M113A1(DIESEL)
(WOFTAHt. MM* (COO TPACKk

1F79 M113A2 (COOUNQ AMO SUSPBHSION)
(MV), l# 1

[1987 Ml 13A3(R #E UPGRADE)
Min* (SMOKÊ).*1*4 (MOmTAR),

2000] ADVTEÇWUGHT ARMOR
sucMA&xiMio#iwNWEmsAi cwweR), stgwrntwrieiMii
|#Q eiU T Y $T % fC M $N aN tÊ Â M S O U A D VEHICLE.
A A O RED IK N M LEV A CU A IIO N V E H K lf (AMEC)

Figure 2.1 Evolution o f M l 13 Family o f Vehicles [19]
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Table 2.1 Comparison o f Various M l 13 Models [19]

M113

M113A1

M113A2

M l 13A3

Date Introdueed

1960

1964

1979

1987

Curb Weight (lbs)

20,310

21,474

21,608

23,575

Combat Weight (lbs)

23,520

24,594

24,728

27,000

Top Speed (mph)

37

37

37

41

Cruising range (miles)

200

300

300

300

Engine Type

Gasoline

Diesel

Diesel

Diesel

Engine HP

209

212

275

275

HP/Ton

17.8

17.2

17.1

20.4

12.0

10.5

11.0

7.8

Slope (%)

60

60

60

60

Braking (ft)

40

27

27

27

Acceleration from 0 to 20
mph (in sec)

2.1.2 Different Models in APC M l 13 Family
2.1.2.1 APC M l 13
The search for an air-transportable armored personnel carrier culminated in 1960
with the introduction o f the M l 13, whieh with its aluminum rather than steel armor
weighed about half as much as the M59 [19]. The M l 13 is the ultimate American
armored personnel carrier, and it is the most-produced Ameriean armored fighting
vehicle in history with over 80,000 made. It is essentially an armored box on tracks, and
has lent itself to a plethora o f specialized designs. The commander is placed behind the
engine and is provided with a vision cupola fitted with a machine gun. Troop access is

11
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through a large rear ramp, which also had an entry door in the left side, and a large roof
hatch was provided over the passenger compartment. M U 3 is air-droppable at a weight
o f 186001bs (8440kg). Also, the basic mission o f these modem armored personnel
carriers barkened back to the half-tracks o f World War II: they were to transport infantry
as close as possible to their objective, where the troops would dismount and fight on foot.
The original APC M l 13 helped to revolutionize mobile military operations. APC
M l 13 is the first modern "battle taxi"; developed to transport infantry forces on the
mechanized battlefield. It is fitted with a 2-stroke, six-cylinder, Detroit diesel engine
providing power through a 3 speed automatic gearbox and steering differential. The main
armament is a single .50 Cal heavy barrel machine gun, and the secondary armament is a
single .30 Cal machine gun [19]. The M l 13 is built o f aircraft quality aluminum. This
distinct weight advantage allows it to utilize a relatively small engine to power the
vehicle, as well as carry a large payload cross-country. It is capable o f "swimming"
bodies o f water. It can carry 11 soldiers plus a driver and track commander under armor
protection across hostile battlefield environments. More importantly, this vehicle is air
transportable, air-droppable, and swimmable, allowing planners to incorporate A PC’s in
a much wider range o f combat situations, including many "rapid deployment" scenarios.
The APC M l 13 is so successful that it is quickly identified as the foundation for a FOV
[19], discussed in Sections 2.1.2.2, 2.1.2.3 and 2.1.2.4.
2.1.2.2 APCM 113A1
The first major upgrade came in 1964 with the introduction o f the M113A1
package, which replaced the original gasoline engine with a 212 horsepower diesel
package. The new power train was soon incorporated into the existing vehicle family as

12
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the M l 13A1, M577A1, and M106A1, as well as several new derivative systems. Some o f
these new derivatives were based on the armored M l 13 chassis (the M125A1 mortar
carrier and M741 "Vulcan" air defense vehicle) while others were based on an unarmored
version o f the chassis (including the M548 cargo carrier, M667 "Lance" missile carrier,
and M730 "Chaparral" missile carrier) [19].
2.1.2.3 APCM 113A2
Continuing modernization efforts led to the introduction o f the A2 package o f
suspension and cooling enhancements in 1979. As with previous enhancements, these
upgrades resulted in further proliferation o f the FOV [19]. Figure 2.2 shows the picture o f
an APC M l 13A2 model on the field with its complete armament.

Figure 2.2 Side View o f APC M l 13 A2 [19]
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2.1.2.4 APCM 113A3
The M l 13A3, a full-tracked armored personnel carrier provides protected
transportation and cross-country mobility for personnel and cargo [20]. A light armored
vehicle weighing 27,200 pounds, it carries 11 infantry personnel in addition to the vehicle
driver and track commander. It is capable o f sustained speeds o f 41 mph on level roads
and accelerates from 0 to 35 mph in 27 seconds (this compares to 69 seconds for the
M113A2).

wmwsmiNS.

EMER/m. fVEl

i.

MW*

» 27S HP TommmRCTD

nm rfm s

* xa» - 44

. m xxm sim B tm æ A T
Figure 2.3 APC M l 13 A3 with its New Features [19]

The M l 13A3, as shown in Figure 2.3, is a product-improved version o f the
M l 13A2 with improved transmission and engine. The U.S. Army first identified the need
to up-power the M113A2 carrier in the mid-1970s. This need was driven by increases in
vehicle weight and a requirement to increase the mobility and survivability o f the system.
In 1984 a decision was made to incorporate the RISE package, improved driver controls.
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spall liners, external fuel tanks and provisions for installation o f an external armor kit on
an M113 chassis. The "RISE" power train was developed and tested at Yuma and
Aberdeen Proving Grounds. Crew survivability is increased by the addition o f spall
suppression liners and locating the fuel tanks externally, on the rear o f the vehicle. The
inside o f the vehicle (sides, roof and rear) are covered with spall suppression liners which
limit troop injuries from the effect o f overmatching weapons by restricting the spread o f
spall when a round penetrates the hull.
2.1.3 Description o f Vehicle Characteristics o f APC M113 A2
In this study, APC M I 13 A2 has been selected for the purpose o f conducting a
finite element analysis as used in the study done by Das Gupta, et al [5]. The basic
structural and functional details such as the general features, dimensions, armament,
armor, automotive and performance details o f this vehicle are as given in Table 2.2
through Table 2.7 [21-24].

Table 2.2 M l 13 A2 Specifications - Dimensions

M113A2: Dimensions
25,007 lbs

Combat Weight

99.25"
Height over Machine Gun

11,343 kg
191.5"

Length
Width over Track
Shrouds
Ground
Clearance

2.521m

Gun Overhang Forward

0"

4.864 m
105.75"

85.0"
Tread

2.686 m
17.1"
0.434 m

Ground Pressure,
Zero Penetration

2.160 m
7.9 psi
5500 kg/m^
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Table 2.3 M l 13 A2 Specifications - Automotive

M113A2: Automotive
General Motors 6V53; 6 cylinder, 2 cycle, diesel

Engine

212 hp
@ 2800 rpm

Power

95 gal

Gross: 492
ft-lb @1300
rpm

Torque

Fuel
capacity

360 L or
0.36 m^

Allison TX-10(), 3 ranges forward, 1 reverse

Transmission

DS200 controlled differential, steering levers

Steering

Differential band

Brakes

Table 2.4 M l 13 A2 Specifications - Performance

M113A2: Performance
Max. Level Road
Speed

3.6 mph

40 mph

Max. Water Speed
64 kph
66"

5.8 kph

Max. Trench

Max. Grade

60%

1.70 m
30%

Max. Side Slope
Min. Turning
Diameter

Max. Vertical
Obstacle

26'

Max. Fording
Depth

7.90 m

~300mi, roads

Cruising Range

-480km , roads
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24"
0.61 m
Floats

Table 2.5 M113 A2 Spécifications - Armament

M113A2: Armament
Type

Mount

Ammunition

Traverse

Elevation

.50eal M2HB
MG

Flexible on
cupola mount

2000 rounds

360°
(manual)

Manual

Night vision
Infrared periscope M l 9 for driver

Table 2.6 M i l 3 A2 Specifications - Armor

M113A2: Armor
Assembly
Welding

Hull
Rolled 5083/5086 H32 aluminum armor
Location

Thickness

Angle from vertical

1.5"

Upper front

45°
0.0381 m
1.5"

Lower front

30°
0.0381 m
1.75"

Upper sides

0°
0.0445 m
1.25"

Lower sides

0°
0.0318 m
1.5"

Ramp

8°
0.0381 m
1.5"

Top

90°
0.0381 m
1.125"

Floor

90°
0.0286 m
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M l 13A2 introduced reliability enhancements to the M l 13 line [19]. New armored
fuel tanks were available for M113A2. These were fitted externally and were located on
either side o f the rear entry ramp. They contained the same 95 gal (360 L)o f dieselas the
internal tank, and freed up 16 cubic feet (.45 m^) o f internal space.
2.1.4 Future Concepts Based on APC M l 13 Model
Tomorrow's track combat vehicles will need to transit battlefields quicker, carry
heavier loads, provide crew and equipment with increased protection and meet the
digitization requirements o f Force XXI and the Army After Next. Due to its durability,
low cost, and lightweight, the M l 13 design is an ideal starting point for development o f
future lightweight vehicles. Concepts ranging from rear drive M l 13 vehicles, to
composite hulled turreted vehicles, to low observable alternatives are all possible given
the baseline M l 13 chassis and components. Recent M l 13 concepts for the future include:
the XM1108 Universal Carrier, the M l 13A3 High Mobility System, and the M577A3
"Stretch". These concepts, as well as other ongoing upgrade initiatives, provide the
foundation for future modernization and the continued viability and utility o f M113based systems [19].

2.2 Problem Configuration
The particular vehicle selected for this simulation is the Armored Personal Carrier
(APC) designated as APC M l 13 A2 as taken in the work done by Das Gupta et al [14]
Overall specifications are available in Jane’s World Armored Fighting Vehicles [25].
Overall length, width and height o f the vehicle are 4.863 m, 2.686 m and 2.5 m
respectively while the height till the flat roof is 1.422 m.
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2.2.1 Simplified Model
The vehicle consists o f several complex parts as can be seen in Figure 2.2. Some
o f them that can be clearly seen are the track assembly, driver and commander doors
(dome-shaped which open upwards), war equipment, latches, and connections.
Incorporating all components o f the vehicle will result in an extremely complex finite
element model with very high number o f nodes and elements which in turn leads to an
extremely large computational time. To avoid such difficulty, several modifications o f
the model are implemented. Details o f the track assembly are completely left out since
the hull is modeled without track to avoid complexities for the 3D finite element model
generation. Doors, war equipment, hatches were also not included as they do not play a
major role in the structural integrity o f the vehicle as a whole and also with a
computational standpoint. The external view o f the simplified vehicle model in
SOLIDWORKS is as shown in Figure 2.4.

Figure 2.4 Vehicle Model in SOLIDWORKS
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2.2.2 Critical Locations on the Vehicle Model
The vehicle structure is similar to a hollow box structure with thin walls. The
effects o f shock and vibration are being studied on this vehicle model when subjected to a
non-penetrating impact load. It is also very important to study the possible damage or the
destructive effect this blow would have on the human safety and the effectiveness o f the
electronic components within the vehicle. The critical points identified for this study are
the locations o f the driver seat, the commander seat and the instrument panel location.
The severity o f the shock at these locations is measured in terms o f peak and RMS
accelerations. Figure 2.5 shows the locations o f these critical points on the vehicle model.
The numbers 17514, 15365, and 27966 indicate the locations o f the driver seat, the
commander seat, and the instrumentation panel respectively.

Figure 2.5 Critical Locations on the Vehicle Side Wall and Floor
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2.3 Finite Element Analysis
The finite element analysis o f the vehicle model is carried out in steps which are
listed briefly as follows.
Step 1: Geometry creation in the pre-processor ANSYS 8.0 directly.
Step 2: Material definition, meshing, application o f boundary conditions along with
appropriate contact definitions, application o f the loading curve that best simulates the
real life loading scenario, using ANSYS 8.0.
Step 3: Solving the problem using finite element solver such as the ANSYS/LS-DYNA
interface.
Step 4: Post-processing using HYPERVIEW or LS-POST to view the analysis results.
2.3.1 System o f Units Used - SI
A standard system o f units such as the SI system is specified and used throughout
the finite element study/computational modeling.
Basic Units
Length: meter (m)
Mass: kg
Time: sec
Derived Units
Velocity: meter/sec or m/s
Acceleration: meter/sec^ or m/s^
Force: Newton (N) or kg.m/s^
Stress: Newton/meter^ or N/m^ or Pascal (Pa). Also MPa = 10^ Pa is used.
Strain: m/m (dimensionless)
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2.3.2 Modeling
The finite element modeling o f the entire simplified model o f the vehicle is done
using the pre-processing features available in ANSYS 8.0. The entire vehicle is modeled
as a single structure (hollow box) with the top hull resting on the bottom section. For the
ease o f modeling and to maintain uniform shell thickness throughout the vehicle model,
from the various thicknesses values shown in Table 2.6 for different sections o f the
vehicle hull, the value closest to the mean value is picked. This thickness value, equal to
0.03175 m, is used as the common wall thickness throughout the vehicle hull model.
Modeling is carried out using ANSYS 8.0 by first creating the keypoints at the
specified comers; these keypoints are then joined by lines which in turn are joined to
form flat rectangular areas. These areas in all form the complete vehicle structure. Figure
2.6 shows the basic wire frame sketch showing all the necessary keypoints that are
required in order to create the surface model o f the vehicle structure. The coordinates o f
the key points Pi to Pi6 are as defined in Table 2.7. The vehicle geometry, which is
modeled in ANSYS 8.0 using keypoints listed in Table 2.7, is as shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6 Simplified APC M l 13 Hull for Finite Element Model Generation
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Table 2.7 Coordinates o f the Various Critical Locations and Keypoints o f the Simplified
APC M l 13 Vehicle Model

Keypoints

X Coordinate (m)

Pi

0.0000

1.4224

0.5425

P2

2.6860

1.4224

0.5425

P3

2.6860

0.4826

0.0000

P4

0.0000

0.4826

0.0000

P5

0.0000

1.4224

4.8260

P6

2.6860

1.4224

4.8260

Py

2.6860

0.4826

4.8260

Ps

0.0000

0.4826

4.8260

Pg

0.3810

0.4826

0.0000

Pio

0.3810

0.4826

4.8260

Pii

0.3810

0.0000

0.4826

Pl2

0.3810

0.0000

4.8260

Pl3

2.3050

0.4826

0.0000

Pl4

2.3050

0.4826

4.8260

Pl5

2.3050

0.0000

4.8260

Pl6

2.3050

0.0000

0.4826

Commander

1.5350

0.0000

2.0620

Driver

0.7658

0.0000

0.8775

Panel

0.0000

0.7959

0.6031

Y Coordinate (m)

Z Coordinate (m)
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Figure 2.7 Basic Vehicle Model Geometry

2.3.3 Meshing
The meshing o f the vehicle model is done in ANSYS 8.0. The entire vehicle structure is
meshed with 3D eight-noded shell elements. The shell element formulation used is the
Belytschko-Lin-Tsay type. This is the default type formulation used in LS-DYNA
because o f its computational efficiency [16]. For a shell element with five through-thethickness integration points, this element formulation type requires 725 mathematical
operations as compared to the 4066 operation required for the under integrated HughesLiu element formulation type. It is based on a combined co rotational and velocity-strain
formulation. The efficiency o f the element is obtained Ifom the mathematical
simplification that results from these two kinematic assumptions. Shell elements have
been used to reduce computational time compared to using solid elements.
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The thickness o f each shell element used in the model is set to be equal to
0.03175 m, which is the mean thickness o f the vehicle hull. The entire vehicle model is
initially meshed with twice the mesh density as that o f Das Gupta, et al [14]. The shell
elements generated with this mesh density are found to be around 0.2 m squares as can be
seen in Figure 2.8 (coarse mesh). The mesh density is doubled as shown in Figure 2.9
(intermediate mesh - square element size is 0.1 m). This change in mesh density
produced significant change in the results. So this mesh density was further doubled as
shown in Figure 2.10 (fine mesh - square element size is 0.05 m). The mesh is further
refined to a more well-defined mesh by creating square elements o f 0.04 m for the entire
vehicle model as shown in Figure 2.11 (final mesh). The results obtained with the four
different mesh densities as shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11 are discussed in
Section 2.3.8. The boundary conditions, different LS-DYNA input cards and the various
other parameters, and the load curve used to run the analysis are discussed in Sections
2.3.4, 2.3.5, 2.3.6, and 2.3.7 respectively.
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Figure 2.8 Coarse Mesh (0.20 m Square Elements)

i
X

I

Figure 2.9 Intermediate Mesh (0.10 m Square Elements)
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Figure 2.10 Fine Mesh (0.05 m Square Elements)

Figure 2.11 Final Mesh (0.04 m Square Elements)
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2.3.4 Boundary Conditions
2.3.4.1 Rigid Wall below the Vehicle
The only constraint on the motion o f the vehicle is that a rigidwall is created just
below the vehicle to simulate the fact that the vehicle is resting on the ground. The rigid
wall, as the name suggests, acts as a rigid barrier, not allowing any penetration o f the
vehicle into it. The rigidwall boundary condition is shown in Figure 2.12.

Rigidwall

Figure 2.12 Model Showing the Rigidwall under the Vehicle

2.3.4.2 Effect o f the Coefficient o f Friction between Vehicle and Ground
Studies are performed to observe the effect o f the vehicle-ground friction on the
displacement response. The results showed no significant difference for the cases with
and without vehicle-ground friction factor indicating that it played no significant role in
determining the displacement response. Hence it was not considered further.
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2.3.5 LS-DYNA Input Cards
2.3.5.1 Control Card
Control cards are optional cards in an LS-DYNA input file and can be used to
change the defaults, activate solution options such as mass scaling, adaptive remeshing,
and an implicit solution. A control card defines the properties such as termination time,
time step controls, warpage angle for shell, hourglass effect, rigid wall effect etc.
ENDTIME in the card defines the termination time. ENDCYC defines the termination
cycle. The termination cycle is optional and will be used if the specified cycle is reached
before the termination time. DTMIN is the reduction factor for initial time step size to
determine minimum time step. ENDENG is the percent change in energy ratio for
termination o f calculation. I f undefined, this option is inactive. ENDMASS is the percent
change in the total mass for termination o f calculation. This option is relevant if and only
if mass scaling is used to limit the minimum time step [16]. A sample control card is
shown below.

*CONTROL_TERHINATION
55 ENDTIH
ENDCYC
0.2

DTMIN

ENDENG

ENDMAS

0.0

0.0

0.0

0

2.3.5.2 Database Card
Database card follows the title card. Database card defines the type o f output
format for results. DT/CYCL defines the time interval between the outputs. DT/CYCL is
2.00E-03, implies 250 D3Plots are generated for a simulation time o f 0.5 seconds. LCDT
is the optional load curve ID specifying the time intervals between the dumps [16]. A
sample database card is shown below.
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*D A T A B À S E _ B IN A R Y _D 3 PLOT
D T /C Y C L

LCDT

0.002

2.3.5.3 Nodout Card
The Nodout card is used to define the number of data points intended when
plotting a graph. DT is 2.00E-03 implies 250 data points are retrieved for a total
simulation time of 0.5 seconds. When BINARY is set to I, it indicates that the ASCII file
is written. The Database History Node card is used to define specific nodes for which the
graphs are plotted.The Nodout card can be used to produce less number o f D3plots with
large number o f data points. A sample Nodout card is shown below.
* D ATA B AS E _ N O D O U T
$S
DT
BINARY
2. OOOOe-03
1
*D A T A B A S E _ H I S T O R Y _ N O D E
$$
IDl
ID2
1152
1505

ID3
6205

Node definition follows the database card, which defines all the nodes in their respective
coordinates. Section definition follows the nodes list. Section definition defines all the
solid/shell sections defined in the model. Material definitions are followed by the section
definition.
2.3.5.4 Material Card
All the material types and properties are defined in the material cards. The
material properties used for the vehicle hull are those of Aluminum 7039-T64 [26]. In the
actual stress strain curve as shown in Figure 2.13, the stress goes up in a linear fashion up
to the yield point, then further increases non-linearly till it reaches the ultimate value and
then drops down till it reaches the failure point. For the purpose of FEA, this stress strain
curve is simplified into a bilinear elastic plastic curve. In LS-DYNA, plastic-kinematic
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material model is selected, which essentially behaves like a bilinear elastic-plastic
material. This material model covers for the stress strain curve in the elastic region (until
yield stress) and also in the plastic region (beyond yield stress). The stress-strain curve is
assumed to be linear within each o f these regions and hence made up o f 2 straight lines.
Such a simplified stress strain curve is shown in Figure 2.13 below. The slope o f the
stress-strain curve (from origin to the yield point) is defined as the Elastic Modulus o f the
material. While the slope o f the stress-strain curve (beyond yield point) is defined as the
Tangent Modulus for this material model. To determine the linear portion o f the curve in
the plastic region, a point which lies intermediate to the points corresponding to the
ultimate stress and failure stress values on the stress-strain curve, is selected so as to
achieve a reasonable value for the Tangent Modulus.

Ultimate Point

Stress
Yield Point

Tangent Modulus
(ETA N or B,)

Failure Point
Elastic Modulus (E)

Strain

Figure 2.13 Typical and Simplified (Bilinear Material Model)
Stress-Strain Curves
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MID defines the material identification. RO defines the mass density (kg/m^). E
defines the Y oung’s modulus (N/m^). PR defines the Poisson’s ratio. SIGY defines the
Yield stress (N/m^). ETAN defines the Tangent modulus (N/m^). BETA defines the
Hardening parameter. SRC defines the strain rate parameter, C, for Cowper Symonds
strain rate model. SPR defines the strain rate parameter, P, for Cowper Symonds strain
rate model. FS defines the failure strain for the eroding elements [16].A sample material
card is as shown helow.
*HilT_PLA3TIC_KINEHATIC
S

HID
1

Î

RO

E

2 7 Ü G . 0 6 .9 Ü 0 D E + 1 Ü

SRC
0 .0

SRP
0 .0

PR
0.33

SIGY

ETAN

8000000

56200000

BETA
0 .0

FS
0.13

2.3.5.5 Load Cards
Load definitions are followed by the element list. For applying the impact load
on the vertical plate o f the vehicle, a load card has been defined. LOAD NODE SET, a
card,

applies the

concentrated

impact

load, using the

curve

defined

in the

LOAD CURVE card, over one or more nodes as defined in the node list, for which a
separate card known as the SET NODE LI ST has to he defined.
Under SET NODE LIST, SID represents the Set ID. N ID I, NID2, NID3
represent the node Ids. Under DEFINE CURVE, LCID represents the load curve id. SEA
represents the scale factor for abscissa values and SFO represents the scale factor for the
ordinate values. A1 represents the abscissa values and A2 represents the ordinate values
[17]. Under LOAD NODE SET, NSID represents the Node list upon which the load
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curve LCID is applied. DOF set to 1 represents the x-direction o f load action. Samples o f
all these three cards are shown below.
53
* S E T_I-JOD E _ L I S T

$

1

1

5

SID
1
------------4

5

N ID I
63 9 4
DE F I N E C URVE|

3

NID2
6432

LC ID
3

NID3
65SS

SIDR
O

SFA

SFO

1.0

1. 0

A1
O. O
O
O
* LOAD

002

A2
25 0 0 0 0 .O
2 5 0 0 0 0 .O

002

O. O

NODE_S E T

ÇNODE/NSID
1

DOF
1

-----------3 LCID
3

4SF
1. O

5CID

O

2.3.5.6 Rigidwall Card
To define the flat rigidwall as shown in Figure 2.12 and discussed in Section
2.3.4.1, a rigidwall card, RIGIDWALL_GEOMETRIC_FLAT is defined. BOXID
represents the box defining the volume o f the rigidwall. In that card BOXID, the diagonal
comers are defined by the values o f minimum and maximum values o f the x, y, and z
coordinates.
XT, YT, ZT represent the x, y, and z coordinates o f the tail (originating on
rigidwall). XH, YH, ZH represent the x, y, z coordinates o f the head (terminating in
space). FRIC represents the interface friction value which is set at zero. XHEV, YHEV,
ZHEV represent the x, y, and z coordinates o f the head o f the edge vector, L. LENT,
LENM represent the lengths o f the edges L, M respectively. A zero value for LENT,
LENM indicates an infinite size for the rigidwall plane. Figure 2.14 shows the vector
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orientations for the rigidwall.
»RIGID¥ALL_GEOHETRIC_FLAT
Î

NSID NSIDEX

BOXID
1

1_
S

XT

YT

0
0
0
$------ 1------ 1 1 ------ —-------12 “ “ “"““"I"------13 ~

$

XHEV

0

YHEV

0

—

ZT

7“
XH
0

+------14-

ZHEV

- H ----------------8 -

ZH

1.4224
-H
15

0

LENL

LENM

0

0

4.826

- +

YH

10
FRIC
0

5
%DEFINE_BOX

-H
5

BOXID
1

XHIN
0.0

XHAX

3.0

4YHIN
0.0

-H

5YHAX

0.01

- H---------------6 -

“H

ZHIN
0.0

7
ZHAX

6.0

Figure 2.14 Orientations o f the Vectors for LS-DYNA Rigidwall Definition

2.3.6 Load Curve
The load curve that was used by Das Gupta, et al. [14] is due to side-on impact o f
a projectile approximately 1.83 m long weighing approximately 6.8 kg and traveling at
914 m/s. The load is calculated assuming that the rod continues to erode at a constant rate
determined by the initial velocity o f the rod until it is fully consumed and the total
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momentum o f the rod is imparted as impulse to the side o f the vehicle. The impact load is
imposed as a concentrated load on a specific location at the side o f the vehicle and is
given as a step function with a constant force o f 3382 kN for duration o f 0.002 seconds.
When the above load curve is used with the models with meshes as shown in
Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, penetration o f the structure is observed at the region o f
load application, i.e. some elements very close to the load application point reach failure
strain, indicating that the load used is very high. Hence it is decided to scale down the
load to a non-penetrative level o f 0.5 kg. The load corresponding to a projectile weighing
0.5 kg is calculated to be 250 kN and to be applied as a step load for 0.002 seconds. The
corresponding load curve is shown in Figure 2.28. This load curve is applied over all the
nodes falling within the circular region o f radius 0.04m centered at the original load point
location (0, 0.7958, 3.5591). This is done so as to distribute the load and reduce its
penetrative effect and to make the simulation more practical as in a real life scenario, as
such high loads could not be applied on a single point. For mesh types shown in Figures
2.8 and 2.9, the loading region contains only one node as shown in Figures 2.15 and 2.16.
For mesh types (fine mesh and final mesh) shown in Figures 2.10 and 2.11, the load
region contains three nodes as in Figures 2.17 and 2.18 respectively.
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Loading Region
Figure 2.15 Region o f Impact Loading for Coarse Mesh Model
(0.20 m Square Elements)

Loading Region

Figure 2.16 Region o f Impact Loading for Intermediate Mesh Model
(0.10 m Square Elements)
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Loading Region
Figure 2.17 Region o f Impact Loading for Fine Mesh Model
(0.05 m Square Elements)

Loading Region

Figure 2.18 Region o f Impact Loading for Final Mesh Model (0.04 m Square Elements)
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2.3.7 Results o f Mesh Refinement Models
The four different mesh densities used for the analyses are described in Section
2.3.3 and are shown in Figures 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11. The load curve discussed in
Section 2.3.6 is used. The benchmarks for the shock analysis include the peak
accelerations and the average values over the entire simulation period at the three critical
locations such as the commander seat, driver seat and the instrumentation panel. The
average value o f acceleration at a particular location is calculated by taking the
summation o f the accelerations at each time instant and dividing by the number o f output
points (n) for each curve.

Jvg(x)=

---n

The acceleration curves corresponding to the coarse mesh (0.20 m square
elements) model. Figure 2.8, are shown in Figure 2.19. In Figure 2.20, the first 0.05 s
portion o f the earlier figure is shown so as to clearly identify the different acceleration
curves in that region. Similarly Figures 2.21 and 2.22 show acceleration curves that
correspond to the intermediate mesh (0.10 m square elements) model, shown in Figure
2.9. Figures 2.23 and 2.24 correspond to the fine mesh (0.05 m square elements) model,
shown in Figure 2.10. Figures 2.25 and 2.26 correspond to the final mesh (0.04 m square
elements) model, shown in Figure 2.11. In Tables 2.8, 2.9, 2.10 and 2.11, the peak and
the average values o f the acceleration curves corresponding to the coarse mesh,
intermediate mesh, fine mesh and the final mesh models are shown respectively. Results
are consistent for a small region around each critical location.
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Coarse Mesh - 0.20 m Square Elements
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Figure 2.19 Acceleration Curves for Coarse Mesh Model
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0.5

Coarse Mesh - First 0.05 sec
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Figure 2.20 Acceleration Curves for Coarse Mesh Model - First 0.05 s

Table 2.8 Peak and Average Acceleration Values for the Coarse Mesh Model
(0.20 m Square Elements)

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A1 (m/s^)

Commander seat

1343.9

Driver seat

1038.0

Instrumentation panel

2505.0

Commander seat

132.32

Driver seat

76.804

Instrumentation panel

125.39

(O f the 3 points above)

111.50
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X 10

Intermediate Mesh - 0.10 m Square Elements
Cdr
Driver
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Figure 2.21 Acceleration Curves for Intermediate Mesh Model
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Intermediate Mesh - First 0.05 sec
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Figure 2.22 Acceleration Curves for Intermediate Mesh Model - First 0.05 s

Table 2.9 Peak and Average Acceleration Values for the Intermediate Mesh Model
(O.IO m Square Elements)

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A2 (m/s^)

Commander seat

6220.5

Driver seat

3032.8

Instrumentation panel

9409.7

Commander seat

389.29

Driver seat

329.35

Instrumentation panel

484.84

(O f the 3 points above)

401.20
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Fine Mesh - 0.05 m Square Elements
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Figure 2.23 Acceleration Curves for Fine Mesh Model
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Figure 2.24 Acceleration Curves for Fine Mesh Model - First 0.05 s

Table 2.10 Peak and Average Acceleration Values for the Fine Mesh Model
(0.05 m Square Elements)

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A3 (m/s^)

Commander seat

7206.6

Driver seat

5790.9

Instrumentation panel

15391

Commander seat

733.81

Driver seat

593.88

Instrumentation panel

1099.3

(O f the 3 points above)

809.01
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Final Mesh - 0.04 m Square Elements
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Figure 2.25 Acceleration Curves for Final Mesh Model
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Figure 2.26 Acceleration Curves for Final Mesh Model - First 0.05 s

Table 2.11 Peak and Average Acceleration Values for the Final Mesh Model
(0.04 m Square Elements)

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A4 (m/s^)

Commander seat

I3I32

Driver seat

7482.5

Instrumentation panel

19353

Commander seat

850.08

Driver seat

881.61

Instrumentation panel

1333.6

(O f the 3 points above)

I02I.8
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LS-DYNA Solver (V 970) with Double Precision is used with these parameters:
•

Time interval between successive Nodout points = le-5 sec.

•

Analysis termination time = 0.5 sec.

■ Number of data output (Nodout) points = 0.5/le-5 = 50,000.
•

Load used = 250 kN.
The various details regarding the different mesh type models such as the mesh

density type, element size, numbers o f shell elements in each mesh type model, the
execution time taken are as shown in Table 2.12. The average accelerations values at the
three critical locations for each o f the four mesh types are shown in Tables 2.8, 2.9, 2.10
and 2.11. Also at the end o f each o f this table, a mean value (A) o f all the three average
acceleration values is computed.

Table 2.12 Details o f Different Mesh Type Models
Type

Mesh

Element

Number

o f Execution

Density

Size (m)

Shell

Time

Average

Change

Elements in

(mins)

Accelerations

in A

the Model

Mean

of %

= A (m/s^)

1

Coarse

0.20

1304

4

111.50

---

2

Intermediate

0.10

5216

21

401.16

259.8

3

Fine

0.05

20864

158

808.99

101.7

4

Final

0.04

28802

276

1021.8

2633

5

Future

0.02

131278

2260

1775.9

73.81
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Table 2.12 indicates that as the mesh density is increased (element size is
decreased) from mesh types 1 to 4, the number o f shell elements throughout the model
increase, consequently the analysis execution time too goes up considerably. This
happens since mesh density, number o f elements and the execution time are in direct
relation to one another. The parameter ‘A ’ - Mean o f the average accelerations is taken as
the measure o f the shock response. A curve o f the parameter ‘A ’ against the execution
time is plotted as shown in Figure 2.27. It is observed that the value o f ‘A ’ increases
greatly with the increase in the execution time. However it can be seen that this value is
tending to almost converge, after the 4* point, with further increase in execution time as
indicated by the 5* point which corresponds to the mesh type 5 (0.02 square elements).
Hence it is seen that further mesh change would increase the value o f parameter ‘A ’ but
at the cost o f highly increased execution time which is undesirable. Hence the mesh type
4 (0.04 m square elements) is taken as a stable mesh for further analysis throughout this
entire study.
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Figure 2.27 Mesh Stability Plot
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2500

2.4 Different Loading Scenarios Explored
In this section o f study, three different types o f loading scenarios, as mentioned in
Table 2.13, are explored to understand shock and vibration condition in the structure due
to these loads. These three loading cases are depicted in Figures 2.28, 2.29, and 2.30.

Table 2.13 Description o f the Different Loading Scenarios
Loading Scenario

Description

Type 1

One hit each simultaneously, o f 250 kN for 0.002s duration, at
three small circular regions, selected at random, on vehicle side
wall.
Three hits, each 250 kN for 0.002s duration, at the same loading

Type 2

region, 0.2s apart.
Type 3

Three times the load (0.5 * 3 = 1.5 kg); equivalent to a step load o f
750 kN is applied on the loading region for 0.002s.

250

0

0.002
T im e (sec)
Figure 2.28 Load Curve 1
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F

(KN)
250

0

0.002

0.2

0.202

0 .4

0 .4 0 2

Time (sec)
Figure 2.29 Load Curve 2

750

F

(KN)

0

0.002
Time (sec)
Figure 2.30 Load Curve 3
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The mesh used for this analysis is the final mesh model as described in Sections
2.3.3 and 2.3.7, and shown in Figure 2.11. For the loading seenario 1, there are three
loading regions, as indicated in Figure 2.31. Figure 2.32 indicates the location o f the
loading region eorresponding to the loading scenarios 2 and 3.

3 Loading Regions

Figure 2.31 Regions o f Load Application for Loading Type 1
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Loading Region

Figure 2.32 Region o f Load Application for Loading Type 2 and Type 3

The acceleration curves corresponding to the first loading scenario are shown
below in Figure 2.33. In Figure 2.34, the first 0.05 s portion o f the earlier figure is shown
so as to clearly identify the different acceleration curves in that initial time period where
there is relatively high shock activity. Similarly Figures 2.35 and 2.36 correspond to the
seeond loading scenario while Figures 2.37 and 2.38 correspond to the third loading
scenario. In Table 2.14, the peak and the average values o f the acceleration curves
corresponding to the first loading scenario are shown. Similarly, Tables 2.15 and 2.16
shows the corresponding peak and average values for the second and third loading
scenario respectively.
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Figure 2.33 Acceleration Curves from 0 to 0.5 s - Loading Case 1
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Figure 2.34 Acceleration Curves for First 0.05s - Loading Case 1

Table 2.14 Peaks and Averages Acceleration Values for Loading Case 1

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Commander seat

15383

Driver seat

11415

Instrumentation panel

28245

Commander seat

1466.5

Driver seat

1331.3

Instrumentation panel

1717.8
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Figure 2.35 Acceleration Curves for Loading Case 2
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Figure 2.36 Acceleration Curves for First 0.05s - Loading Case 2

Table 2.15 Peaks and Averages Acceleration Values for Loading Case 2

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Commander seat

13132

Driver seat

7482.5

Instrumentation panel

19353

Commander seat

1265.7

Driver seat

1376.7

Instrumentation panel

1874.9
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Figure 2.37 Acceleration Curves for Loading Case 3
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Figure 2.38 Acceleration Curves for First 0.05s - Loading Case 3

Table 2.16 Peaks and Averages Acceleration Values for Loading Case 3
Commander seat

28989

Driver seat

15859

Instrumentation panel

54368

Commander seat

2526.7

Average Acceleration

Driver seat

2822.8

(m/s^)

Instrumentation panel

3956.3

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)
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The major objective o f the studying the loading cases o f Table 2.13 is to
understand the shock they induce. One method to do that would be to look at that loading
case which results in the highest values for the peak and average acceleration values. This
case is understandably the worst loading scenario in terms o f the shock and vibration. It
could be observed from Figures 2.33, 2.35 and 2.37, that the acceleration curves for the
corresponding critical points are the highest in Figure 2.37, significantly for the panel
point location. It can be observed from Tables 2.14, 2.15 and 2.16 that the peak and
average values for the three critical locations are highest for the analysis results
corresponding to the loading scenario 3. As expected, higher concentrated load yields
higher shock.
The acceleration curves at the three critical locations, as shown in Figures 2.36
and 2.38, peak out almost at almost the same time for the loading scenarios 2 and 3. This
verifies that the transmission o f shock wave through the vehicle structure takes place at
roughly the same speeds since the shock wave has to travel the same distance from the
loading point to the critical locations in both the scenarios. When loading scenario 1 is
considered, the peak times for the acceleration vary slightly from the corresponding
values for the other two loading cases, as observed from Figure 2.34. The prime reason
for that is the difference in the positions o f the loading regions in the loading scenario I.
The acceleration values (peak and average), shown in the Table 2.15,
corresponding to the loading scenario 2 are lesser than the corresponding values shown in
Table 2.14 corresponding to the loading seenario 1. The peak values for the driver and
the panel points are significantly lower because in loading scenario 1, the reason being
that a region o f loading exists much closer to these critical locations than in the loading
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scenario 2. The average acceleration values for these two loading scenarios are quite
close to each other indicating that the overall shock response to these loading scenarios is
quite similar. At this point, the acceleration values corresponding to the loading scenario
3 are observed. These values are predictably much higher (almost double) than the
corresponding values in the two earlier cases using the higher shock load (thrice the
initial load). This indicates that the accelerations at the critical locations are not exactly
proportional to the load applied on the vehicle structure.
To explain this non-linear load-acceleration response behavior, stress contour
plots for the three loading scenarios are observed. As in a typical TEA, Von Mises stress
values are used for stress calculations. The yield stress value for the vehicle material
(Aluminum - A1 7039 T64) is 380 MPa. Only when Von Mises stresses in the model go
beyond this value, there would be plastic deformation (or strain) in the structure.
Effective shock absorption takes place when the structure is thus deformed. Hence it is
also important to look at the plastic strain contours. Stress contour plots (at the time
instant o f maximum Von Mises stress in the entire vehicle structure) and the maximum
plastic strain contour plot corresponding to the loading scenarios 1, 2 and 3 are shown in
Figures 2.39 and 2.40, 2.41 and 2.42, 2.43 and 2.44 respectively.
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = 0.0019998
Contours of Effective S tr e s s (v-m)
m a x ipt. v alu e
m ln=264962, at elem # 9951
m ax=2.8193G e+08, at elem # 28010

F ringe L e v els
2.8 1 9 e+ 0 8 _
2 .5 3 8 e * 0 8 _
Z .2 5 6 e f0 8 J %
1 .9 7 4 e + 0 8 _
1 .6 9 3 e f0 8
1.411e+G 8
1.129e+G 8
8 .4 7 7 e+ 0 7
5.6G0e+G7
2 .8 4 3 e f0 7
2 .6 5 0 e f 05

Figure 2.39 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Case 1

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e 0.5
C ontours of Effective P la stic Strain
m ax ipt. v a lu e
m in=0. a t elem # 1
m ax=0, at elem # 1

Fringe L ev els
O.OOOefOO
O.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
D.QOOe+OO
O.OOOefOO
O.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00
O.OOOe+00

Figure 2.40 Maximum Plastic Strain- Loading Case 1
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Time = 0.0019999
Contours of Effective S tr e s s (v^m)
m ax ipt. v alu e
min=1 A l i n , a t elem # 18640
m ax= 2.47407e+ 08, at e le m # 28704

Fringe L e v els
2.474e+ 08
2.227e+ 08
1.980e+ 08
1.732e+ 08
1.485e+ 08
1.238e+ 08
9.905e+ 07
7.4 3 3 e+ 0 7
4.9 6 0 e+ 0 7
2.4 8 7 e+ 0 7
1.478e+ 05

Figure 2.41 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Case 2

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e 0.5
Contours of Effective P la s tic Strain
m a x Ipt. v alu e
mln=0. at e le m # 1
m ax=0, at ele m # 1

Fringe L ev els
G.GGOe+OO
O.OOOe+OG _i
O.OOOe+OO _
O.OOOe+OO _
O.OOOe+OO _
O.GOOe+00 _
O.OOOe+OO _
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO
O.OOOe+OO

Figure 2.42 Maximum Plastic Strain- Loading Case 2
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
T im e = 0 .0 019997
C ontours of E ffective S tr e s s (v-m)
m a x ipt. v alu e
m in=280832, at e le m # 9945
m ax = 4 .0 6 4 4 4 e+ 0 8 , at e le m # 28704

Fringe L e v els
4.0 6 4 e+ 0 8
3.658e+Q 8
3 .2 5 2 e+ 0 8
2 .8 4 6 e+ 0 8
2.440e+ 08
2.Q34e+08
1.62 7 e+ 0 8
1.22 1 e+ 0 8
B.151e+07

«

4.09 0 e+ 0 7
2.80 8 e+ 0 5

Figure 2.43 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Loading Case 3

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Time =
0.5
C ontours of E ffective P la s tic Strain
m ax Ipt. v alu e
m in=0, a t elem # 1
m ax=0.09G 0901, at e le m # 28704

F ringe L e v els
9.G09e 02 _
8.G 48e-02 _
7 .6 8 7 e 02 _
G.72GC 02 _
5.7G 5e-02 _
4 .8 0 5 e 02 _
3 .8 4 4 e 02
2.88 3 e-0 2
1 .9 2 2 e -0 2 _
9.60 9e-0 3 _
O.OOOe+OO

Figure 2.44 Maximum Plastic Strain- Loading Case 3
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The stress contour plots corresponding to the loading cases 1 and 2, as shown in
Figures 2.39 and 2.41, indicate high stress concentration in the proximity o f the loading
region. The maximum stress values are close to 2.82e8 Pa (282 MPa) and 2.47e8 Pa (247
MPa) while the yield stress o f the vehicle hull material is 3.8e8 Pa (380 MPa). This
means that for the first two loading cases, the vehicle structure material does not yield
under the impact load and hence undergoes no plastic deformation. Consequently, it can
be observed in Figures 2.40 and 2.42, that there is no plastic strain in the model, i.e.,
maximum plastic strain value is zero. In the stress contour plot corresponding to the
loading case 3, as shown in Figure 2.43, the maximum stress value is 4.06e8 Pa (406
MPa) which exceeds the material yield stress value (380 MPa) thus resulting in the
plastic deformation in the proximity o f the loading region. This deformation is shown
clearly in the plastic strain plot in Figure 2.44. The maximum plastic strain (m/m) value
is 0.096 is quite high though it is less than the failure strain value o f 0.13 for the vehicle
material. This high plastic strain value (about 75% o f failure strain value) indicates that
the load applied (750 kN) is significantly high and close to causing failure in the vehicle
material. Therefore it is decided that this load is quite high to use in further analysis. In
the other cases where 250 kN load is used, plastic strain could not be reached at all.
Hence at this point it is decided to use an intermediate value (between 250 and 750 kN)
for the load which could produce some plastic strain in the vehicle model but not close to
failure strain. A load value o f 400 kN, deemed suitable is picked. The analysis o f the
model corresponding to that load value is discussed in Section 2.5.
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2.5 Model 1 -V ehicle without Joint - 400 kN Load
The impact load is scaled to an equivalent load o f a projectile weighing 0.8 kg and
moving at a 914 m/s. and is set at 400 kN and to be applied as a step input for duration o f
0.002 s. As discussed in Section 2.3.6, the load is distributed over all the nodes falling
within a small circular region o f radius 0.04 m centered at the point (0, 0.7958, 3.5591)
and the loading region is as shown in Figure 2.18. This load curve is used further
throughout the entire study.
The major difference in the LS-DYNA analysis parameters from those discussed
in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.4 is the analysis termination time. In the cases discussed in
Section 2.4, it was set at 0.5 s. But in the Figures 2.33 through 2.38, if can be seen that
the major peaks and high shock activity are recorded in the first 0.02 - 0.03 s. In any
FEA, it is a good idea to keep the entire analysis computational time as less as possible.
Hence the simulation is run for a time period o f 0.03 s to cover the important region o f
stress and shock activity. Other LS-DYNA cards/ parameters such as the control and
database parameters, material properties for the vehicle hull, rigidwall used for this
particular analysis are similar to those mentioned in Sections 2.3.5 and 2.4. Figure 2.45
shows the acceleration curves corresponding to the model 1 (Vehicle only - No Joint)
discussed in the present section. Table 2.17 shows the peak and the average values o f the
acceleration curves at the three critical locations. The stress contours and the plastic strain
plot are shown in Figures 2.46 and 2.47 respectively. Upon loading, the vehicle material
just crosses yield stress value and consequently undergoes slight plastic deformation in
the proximity o f the loading region, leading to a peak plastic strain value o f 0.0021 m/m.
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Vehicle only - No joint model
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Figure 2.45 Acceleration Curves for No Joint Vehicle Model with 400 kN Load

Table 2.17 Peaks and Averages Acceleration Values - Model 1

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A (m/s^)

Commander seat

24080

Driver seat

11332

Instrumentation panel

30774

Commander seat

2671.8

Driver seat

2499.3

Instrumentation panel

4668.1

(O f the 3 points above)

3279.7
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = 0.0010998
C ontours of Effective S tre s s (v-m)
m a x ipt. v a lu e
m ln=8094.07, at e le m # 9060
m ax=3.81225e+G 8, at ele m # 28704

Fringe L e v els
3 .8 1 2 e + 0 8 _
3.431 e+ 08 _
3 .0 5 0 e+ G 8 _
2 .6 6 9 e + 0 8 _
2 .2 8 7 e + 0 B _
1.906e+G 8 _
1 .5 2 5 e + 0 8 _
1.144*

III»

7.6 2 5 e+ 0 7
3 .8 1 3 e+ 0 7
8.0 9 4 e+ 0 3

Figure 2.46 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Model 1

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = 0.03G003
C ontours of Effective P la s tic Strain
m ax ipt. v alu e
min=0, at elem # 1
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Fringe L e v els
2.164e-03
1.948e-03
1.731e-03
1.51 5 e-0 3
1.299e-03
1.082e-03
8.657e-G4
6 .4 9 3 e 04
4.329e-04
2.164e-04
O.GOOe+00

Figure 2.47 Maximum Plastic Strain - Model 1
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I

CHAPTER 3

VEHICLE JOINT - BONDED CONNECTION
3.1 Joint Design for Shock Mitigation
Impact loading by projectiles can cause damage to critical locations within the
vehicle. A new joint design is proposed to reduce this effect. This joint design needs to
meet the following requirements:
■ Maximize energy absorption due to impact or blast loadings.
■ Minimize propagation o f shock from the directly affected region to the critical
locations.
■ Ease o f assembly and disassembly.
■ No permanent damage to the remainder o f the vehicle beyond the directly affected
part and the joint.
To satisfy the requirements mentioned, an L-shaped side joint is adopted.

A

typical joint configuration, connecting the vertical panel to the rest o f the vehicle, is
shown in Figure 3.1. In this design, the vertical plate is connected to the rest o f the
vehicle using an angle shaped joint. The joint connects the side wall (vertical plate),
horizontal side plate and the skirt. The vertical plate is designed to withstand impact
loads. The joint is designed to absorb and interrupt the shock propagation throughout th
vehicle structure, thus preventing major damage due to shock loading to the remainder o f
the vehicle.
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Different views, o f the joint and the connecting plates are displayed in Figures 3.2
and 3.3. As it can be seen in these figures, the joint runs all round the back o f the vertical
plate. In this arrangement, the sole function o f the skirt is to protect the tracks. Since it
does not contribute structurally to the vehicle, it is disregarded in the remainder o f this
study. The vehicle model is therefore simplified by excluding the skirt portion. This
simplified model is shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6.

veilin: i'lole

Side Plate

Figure 3.1 Typical Joint Configuration
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Vertical Plate

Side Plate

Figure 3.2 Outer View o f Section o f the Vehicle
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Vertical

Plate

Skirt

Figure 3.3 Inner View o f Section

of the Vehicle
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Joint

Vertical
Plate

Figure 3.4 Cross-Section View o f the Joint

There are different ways by which this joint could be connected to the main
vehicle model. One way is by the use o f adhesive which allows for perfect bonding.
Another possible way is that the joint could be welded to the main structure. However
upon damage or for repair, disassembly o f the joint will become very difficult. For the
ease o f assembly / disassembly, bolting the joint to the vehicle structure would be a more
appropriate method. In this study, two connection methods are explored - bonding and
bolting. In this chapter, bonded joint model would be discussed extensively while in
Chapter 4 the focus is on the bolted joint model.
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O u ts id e
v ie w

V e rtic a l
plate

Joint

S id e
p la te
Figure 3.5 Outer View o f the Simplified Model o f Joint Structure

Figure 3.6 Inner View o f the Simplified Model o f Joint Structure
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3.2 Parametric Finite Element Analysis
The entire finite element model consists o f two parts - vehicle and the joint. The
joint is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the vehicle, which means that under no
circumstances, the joint would separate from the vehicle structure. The form o f the joint
as shown in the previous section is fixed while the appropriate size is to be determined by
optimization studies. Shell elements are used for the vehicle and joint structures. For
creating a parametric model, the entire vehicle joint model is divided into fixed and
variable portions.
3.2.1 Fixed Code
The vehicle structure itself is divided into two parts: the vertical plate (side wall)
and the rest o f the vehicle. The vehicle structure model, excluding the vertical plate and
the joint, is as shown in Figure 3.7. Elements on this portion have a fixed size and shape.
This fixed region is meshed, at the beginning in ANSYS 8.0, discussed in Section 2.3.3.
This part o f the vehicle is discretized into 26,917 square shell elements o f 0.04 m as
shown in Figure 3.8. An LS-DYNA input file is created from this ANSYS model and the
other necessary cards (for boundary conditions, material properties, control, and database
cards) are added to form the fixed portion o f the LS-DYNA input file.
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Figure 3.7 M odel Geometry - Fixed Part

Y

Figure 3.8 M esh - Fixed Part (26917 Square Shell Elements o f 0.04 m Size)
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3.2.2 Variable Code
The variable part consists o f the joint and the vehicle vertical plate. The joint
geometry is described by using four dimensions; thicknesses, t% and ti, and lengths, Li
and Lz, as shown in Figure 3.9. If the value o f either Li and/or L 2 changes, then the
geometry is altered and consequently the mesh o f the dynamic part o f the model. Hence,
there is a need for parametric modeling and meshing for this part. For this purpose, a
MATLAB program is written to perform the numerical calculations that are necessary to
create the model and mesh o f the variable part based on the joint dimensions.

Figure 3.9 Joint Design Variables
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3.2.2.1 Modeling
Initially keypoints, then lines and finally areas are created to form the joint and
the vertical plate. The dimensions o f all o f these areas are entirely dependent on the
values o f the four variables (ti, ti, L% and L 2 ). The joint is divided into eight areas (A2A9) as shown in Figures 3.10 and 3.11. The vertical plate is divided into five areas (AlOA14), as shown in Figure 3.13. In Figure 3.10, the points 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the
keypoints Pi, P 4 , P 5 and Pg, shown in Figure 2.6, respectively. The coordinates o f these
keypoints are listed in Table 2.7. This area represents the portion excluded in the fixed
code o f the vehicle model, shown in Figure 3.7. The shape and size o f area A1 is fixed.
Beginning with this fixed shape and based on the values o f the design variables, the
coordinates o f the points necessary to create areas which form the joint (A2-A9) and
vertical plate (A10-AI4) are found out as explained in several steps below.

A2
1

r

A5

A3

A4
â

3

Figure 3.10 Side View Showing the Joint Areas A2-A5 and
Outline o f the Vehicle Upper Section
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Step 1: Modeling o f Joint Areas A2-A5
The joint outline (represented by the points 5 ,6 ,7 , and 8) shown in Figure 3.10, is
modeled at a small offset value from the area A1 (points 1 ,2 ,3 , and 4). This offset value
is set equal to half the sum o f the variable T (vehicle hull thickness) and ti. This offset is
necessary to allow for the thickness o f the shell elements used for the vehicle and the
joint. The innermost hollow region (formed by points 9, 10, 11 and 12) is o f the same
shape as the joint outline (points 5, 6, 7, and 8). The width o f the areas A2, A3, A4 and
A5 is set equal to the variable dimension Li From this information, the locations o f the
points 9, 10, 11, and 12 can be computed. The equations used to compute the coordinates
o f the points 5-12 relative to the coordinates o f the fixed points 1-4 are shown in Table
3.1 below. Once the locations o f all the points (1-12) are known, the appropriate set o f
points are joined to create areas A2, A3, A4, and A5 o f the joint.

Table 3.1 Relations for Computing the Coordinates’ o f Points 5-12
K P#

X Coordinate

Y Coordinate

Z Coordinate

5

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

y i-((T + t2 )/2 )

z, + (((T:+t2)A2)4:(]fl-y^l)/(zl-z4)))

6

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

yi - ((T+t2)/2)

Z2 - ((T+t2)/2)

7

XI + ((TT+ti)/2)

ys + ((T+t2)/2)

Z2-((T+t2)/2)

8

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

y3 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z4 t (((TH-t2)A!)AXjfl-y^l)/(zl-z'l)))

9

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

yi - Li - ((T+t2)/2)

z i+ ((l.l 4-((T:4t2)72))/(Cyl-]f4)/(zl.z/4)))

10

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

yi - Li - ((T+t2)/2)

Z2 - Li - ((T+t2)/2)

11

XI + ((]r+ti)/2)

y3 + L 2 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z2 - Li - ((T+t2)/2)

12

xi + ((T+ti)/2)

y3 + L 2 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z4+((I.l + ((T74dj)/2))7(CylUcf4)/(zl-z'4)))
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Step 2: Modeling o f Joint Areas A 6-A 9
A8
A6

A9
A7
Y

4

Figure 3.11 Joint Areas A6-A9 and Outline o f the Vehicle Upper Section

The areas A6-A9 o f the joint are horizontal in direction and rectangular in shape.
The width o f these areas is set equal to the value o f Li. The vertices o f the areas A6-A9
are marked by points 5-8 and 13-16. The coordinates o f points 5-8 are computed using
the relations in Table 3.1. The equations used to compute the coordinates o f the points
13-16, relative to the coordinates o f the fixed points 1-4, are shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 Relations for Computing the Coordinates’ o f Points 13-16
KP#

X Coordinate

Y Coordinate

Z Coordinate

13

xi + L1+ ((T+ti)/2)

yi - ((T+t2)/2)

zi + (((T +t2)/2)/((yl-y4)/(zl-z4)))

14

xi + L1+ ((T+ti)/2)

y i-((T + t2 )/2 )

Z2 - ((T+t2)/2)

15

xi + L1+ ((T+ti)/2)

y 3 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z2 - ((T+t2)/2)

16

xi + L1+ ((T+ti)/2)

Y3 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z4 + (((J:ft2)/2)/(Cyl-)r4)/(zl-5;4)))
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A8
A4
A6
A3

A2
A9

A5
A7

Y

Figure 3.12 Complete Joint Model (Areas A2-A9)

Step 3: Modeling o f Vertical Plate (Areas A 10-A14)
The vehicle vertical plate, shown in Figure 3.5, is created by dividing it into five
areas (A10-A14) as shown in Figure 3.13. There is an exact size and shape match
between the areas A2, A3, A4, and A5 on the joint and the areas AlO, A l l , A12, and
A13 on the vertical plate respectively. It can be noted that the area A14 matches the
hollow shape in the middle o f the joint, shown in Figure 3.10. It is necessary to note that
the entire joint is created at a distance, equal to half the sum o f ‘t i ’ and ‘T ’, from the
vertical plate in the positive x-direction. This is done to account for the shell thicknesses
o f the vertical plate ‘t i ’ and the vehicle h u ll‘T ’. The coordinates o f the points 17-24 used
to create these areas are computed using the relations shown in Table 3.3.
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A12

Figure 3.13 Different Areas o f the Vertical Plate

Table 3.3 Relations for Computing the Coordinates’ o f Points 17-24
K P#

X Coordinate

Y Coordinate

Z Coordinate

17

Xl

yi-((T + t2 )/2 )

18

Xi

y i-((T + t2 )/2 )

Z2 - ((T+t2)/2)

19

Xl

Y3 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z2 -((T+t2)/2)

20

Xl

y3 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z4

21

Xl

y i- L i- ( ( T + t2 ) /2 )

Zi-F((L1 +((T+t2)/2))/((yl-y4)/(zl-z4)))

22

Xl

yi - Li - ((T-Ht2 )/2 )

Z 2 -L i-((T + t2 )/2 )

23

Xl

y3 + L 2 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z 2-L i-((T + t2 )/2 )

24

Xl

ys + L 2 + ((T+t2)/2)

Z4+((L1 + ((T-Ht2)/2))/((yl-y4)/(zl-z4)))

+ (((T+t2)/2)/((yl-y4)/(zl-z4)))
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3.2.2.2 Meshing
The meshes on the joint and the vehicle vertical plate need to vary depending on
the joint size; hence parametric meshing is used for these parts. Figure 3.14 shows the
side view o f the joint region. The mesh on the joint areas A2 to A5 is first created and
similar mesh pattern is then used on the corresponding areas AlO to A13 o f the vertical
plate. The complete mesh creation is explained in several steps below.

\2

I

10
11

■\4
8 y

Figure 3.14 Side View o f the Joint Areas A2-A5

Step 1: Meshing Area A2 - Calculations o f Number o f Division along its Length
The basic element size (length and width), denoted as ‘w ’, is fixed at 0.04 m as
discussed in Section 2.3.7. The process o f meshing the area A2 is discussed first. The
number o f element divisions (N@i) on the line connecting the points 5 and 6, is
determined by dividing the length o f the line (ze-zs) by the element edge length value ‘w ’.
The value obtained is rounded o ff to the nearest integer and is used as the number o f
element divisions on the line connecting the points 5 and 6. The line, connecting the
points 9 and 10, also has the exact same number o f divisions.
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Step 2: Meshing Area A2 - Calculations o f Number o f Division along its Height
Mesh divisions along the height o f the area A2 or the line connecting the points 5
and 9 is dependent on the value o f Li. The number o f mesh divisions is required to be
even so that there is always a line o f nodes midway between the lines connecting the
points 5 and 9, and points 6 and 10. This line would be necessary when bolts would have
to he placed to connect the joint to the vehicle vertical plate. This concept is discussed
further in the following chapter which focuses on the bolted joint connection. The
element edge length is set to be at least ‘w ’. The length o f the line connecting the points 5
and 9 is divided by ‘w ’ and the resultant value is rounded off to the nearest lower even
integer to obtain the element divisions (Nez) on the line connecting the points 5 and 9.
Thus the mesh pattern for the area A2 is computed and created.
Step 3: Meshing Areas A3 - A5 o f the Joint
Similar logic is applied to create the mesh pattern for the remaining areas A3, A4
and A5. The mesh patterns for these areas are as shown in Figure 3.15. For a sample
value o f 0.235 m for ‘L I ’, the number o f element divisions would be computed as: Nei =
0.235/w. Since ‘w ’ = 0.04, Nei = 5.875 which when rounded off to the nearest integer
yields the value o f Ne2 = 6. No further change is made as this value o f N @2 is even. In
Figure 3.13, it can be observed that the number o f divisions along the width o f the joint
areas A2, A3, A4, and A5 matches with this calculated value.
Step 4: Meshing Areas A6 - A9 o f the Joint
The size and mesh o f the areas A6, A7, A8, and A9 o f the joint are dependent on
the dimension ‘L 2 ’. Similar procedure as described above is used to create the mesh
pattern shown in Figure 3.15. The only difference here is that it is not necessary to have
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an even .number condition on the number o f element divisions as no bolts would he put
here at any time. For a sample value o f 0.190 m for ‘L 2 ’, Ne3 would he 0.190/w. Since
‘w ’ = 0.04 here, Ne3 = 4.75 which when rounded yields the value o f Nes = 5. In Figure
3.16, it can he observed that the number o f divisions along the width o f the joint areas
A6, A7, A8, and A9 matches with this calculated value. The complete joint mesh is
shown in Figure 3.17.
Step 5: Meshing Areas A 10-13 o f the Vertical Plate
The vertical plate areas AlO, A l l , A12, and A13 are meshed in exactly same
manner as the corresponding areas (A2, A3, A4, and A5) on the joint respectively. The
vertical plate mesh is shown in Figure 3.18. The complete vehicle joint meshed model is
shown in Figure 3.19.

Figure 3.15 Meshed Joint - Areas A2, A3, A4, and A5
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Figure 3.18 Meshed Vertical Plate - Areas A10-A14

Figure 3.19 Meshed Complete Vehicle Joint Model
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3.2.3 Parameters for LS-DYNA Analysis
3.2.3.1 Contact Surfaces
The combined joint-vehicle model is analyzed using LS-DYNA solver. The
bonded contact between the joint and the vehicle is simulated with LS-DYNA’s
CONTACT_TIED_SURFACE_TO SURFACE card. For this contact card, a master
surface (on the vehicle wall) and a slave surface (on the joint surface) are selected. As the
name suggests, the slave surface always follows the master surface to ensure that the joint
surfaces always deform in accordance with the vertical plate. A sample contact card is
shown below. SSID defines the slave set ID. MSID defines the master set ID. SSTYP set
to a value o f three indicates that the slave set type is by part ID. MSTYP set to a value o f
three indicates that the master set type is by part ID indicating that the values under SSID
and MSID indicate the part number o f the corresponding surfaces. In this case, part 2 is
the slave surface and part 10 is the master surface. Parts are numbered in the same way as
the areas have been numbered in Figures 3.12 and 3.13. Hence part 2 corresponds to area
A2, while part 3 corresponds to area A3, and so on. Other parameters such as FS, FD,
DC, and VC which correspond to the various friction coefficients and scale factors are
left unchanged as the default values.
«CONTACT TIED SURFACE TO SURFACE
ID
5
1
SSID
MSID
SSTYP
5
2
10
3
FS
FD
DC
S
0.0
0.0
0.0
SF3
SFM
SST
5
1.0
1.0
0.0

MSTYP
3
VC
0.0
MST
0.0

VDC
0.0
SFST
1.0

PENCHK
0
SFMT
1.0

BT
DT
0.0 1000000.0
FSF
VSF
1.0
1.0

Similar cards are defined for each pair o f contact surfaces. Each contact pair
consists o f one slave surface (on the joint) and one master surface (on the vertical plate).
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For the areas 10, 11, 12, and 13, shown in Figure 3.18, o f the vertical plate (excluding the
central trapezoidal area),designated as the master surfaces; the areas A2, A3, A4, and A5,
shown in Figure 3.15, o f the joint are designated as the corresponding slave surfaces. In
Figures 3.15 and 3.18, it can be observed that each contact surface pair has the same
color. Similar contact cards are defined between each o f the rest o f the joint areas (A6,
A7, A8, and A9) and the main vehicle structure (area A1 or part 1). In this way, it can be
noted that a total o f eight contact cards as shown in Table 3.4 below are defined to ensure
smooth shock wave propagation throughout the entire vehicle joint model.

Table 3.4 Contact Pair Definitions
Contact Pair #

Master Surface (Part Id)

Slave Surface (Part Id)

1

10

2

2

11

3

3

12

4

4

13

5

5

1

6

6

1

7

7

1

8

8

1

9

3.2.3.2 Load Curve
The impact load used is the equivalent load o f a projectile weighing 0.8 kg and
moving at 914 m/s. This is calculated to be 400 kN and is to be applied as a step input for
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duration o f 0.002 s. This curve is similar to the load curve (with a different load value)
used in Section 2.5, Figure 2.28. This load curve is applied over all the nodes falling
within the circular region o f radius 0.04m centered at the original load point location (0.0,
0.7958, 3.5591) as shown in Figure 2.18.
3.2.3.3 LS-DYNA Input Cards
A rigidwall card is used to simulate the vehicle resting on the ground as discussed
in section 2.3.4.1 and shown in Figure 2.12. Aluminum 7039-T64 is used as the material
for the vehicle structure and the joint. A single material card, similar to the one discussed
in section 2.3.5.4., is used to define the material properties for all the parts in the
complete vehicle-joint model. Other LS-DYNA input cards such as the control cards,
database cards, and Nodout card are similar to those discussed in section 2.3.5. The
termination time is set at 0.03 s as in the case discussed in Section 2.5. The accelerations
at the three critical locations are computed at every le -5 s.

3.3 Joint Design Optimization
3.3.1 Design Variables
The objective o f this optimization study is to reduce the shock and vibration
measures at the critical locations o f the vehicle by the introduction o f a joint o f suitable
size. The lengths L\ and L 2 and thicknesses t\ and t2 o f the joint, shown in Figure 3.9, are
selected as design variables. Different sets o f values for these variables are tried so as to
reduce the absolute accelerations at the three critical locations (commander, driver and
panel points) until an optimal set o f values for these dimensions is reached.
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3.3.2 Selection o f the Objective Function
At the onset, the objective function (f) is selected as shown below:
/ = (0.3) (max_c) + (0.3) (m a x _ d ) + (0.1) (max _ p ) + (0.1) ( a v g _ c + a v g _ d + a v g _ p )
Where, max c, max d, max_p are the peak values o f the absolute accelerations at the
commander, driver and panel locations. Also, avg c, avg d, avg_p are the average values
o f the absolute accelerations at the commander, driver and panel locations. Greater
importance is given to the driver and the commander points than the panel point since
protection or safety o f human lives is more critical than the instrument panel. This
objective function does not help the optimization search process to find a significantly
different set o f values due to the presence o f the peak acceleration terms in it. Hence this
objective function is considered not to be suitable for this study. Moreover the values o f
the averages o f the absolute accelerations yield a better measure o f the shock activity
over the entire simulation period.
Hence it is decided to select an alternative objective function as shown below:
f = W g _ c + avg _ d + avg _ p j /

The objective function is taken as the average o f the means o f the accelerations at the
commander, driver, and panel locations. This objective function needs to be minimized
by varying the design variables within the constraint set.
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3.3.3 Problem Statement with Constraint Set
The optimization problem can be stated as:

mm

T
-<L<2T
4
’
T

Subjected to the constraints:

- < L < 2T
4
8

'

4

4

''

2

Where, avg c, avg d and avg_p are the means o f the accelerations at the commander,
driver, and panel locations.
T = mean vehicle hull thickness = 0.03175 m
Ypi = y coordinate o f the ‘i^*’ point as indicated in Figure 3.20
Xpi = X coordinate o f the ‘i^^’ point as indicated in Figure 3.20
Additionally, the design o f the vehicle is subjected to the following constraint:
Max

( e)

< 2/3 * £f

where, e is the plastic strain value observed in the model,
and Ef is the value o f the failure strain for the material o f the vehicle structure = 0.13.
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1.4224

0.485

4.826
2 6861

Figure 3.20 APC M l 13 Hull Model with Keypoints that Define It

The constraints are included in the objective function using penalty terms. The
modified objective function is:
Minimize, F = A f +
i= \

If g i < 0 , then A = 1 , Q =

+B .

If g, > 0, then A = 0, Q, = 0.
R and B are penalty parameters, whose value is 20 and 10^respectively. The variable A is
introduced in the formulation to avoid calculating objective function when a constraint is
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violated as the problem is computationally demanding. The function gi (x) is equation o f
constraint i.
3.3.4 Optimization Technique
The optimization flow diagram is shown in Figure 3.21. The process begins with
the generation o f the variable portion o f the code for the initial guess within MATLAB.
This portion is incorporated with the fixed portion o f the code to create the LS-DYNA
program. This program is run within MATLAB environment. The results are then
extracted from the output file o f LS-DYNA. The objective function, discussed in section
3.3.2, is then calculated. Based on the objective function value, the optimization
algorithm generates new point for which the objective function is calculated similarly.
Fuzzy Simplex algorithm developed by Trabia and Lee [18] is employed in this
optimization study. This algorithm is used since it can usually reach the minimum point
faster than regular simplex algorithm. The initial simplex is created according to
Spendley, et al. [27] by generating ‘n+1’ equally-spaced points according to the equation,

x, =x, +s, u, +
c

Where,

V m+1 + »-1

^ Vz

and a is the simplex size factor. Since the two thickness variables are o f smaller
order than the two length variables, the initial simplex is scaled by introducing a scaling
vector such that, X Sy = Xij sj
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Based on extensive testing of the problem, it is decided to have the value o f a =
0.3, and s = (1, 1, 2, 2) T The termination criterion is set based on a difference in the
consecutive objective function values. This is known as the error parameter and its value
is set at 0.1.

Run Optimization
Program

LS-Dyna Origina
input Fiie

Run LS-Dyna
Input File

Extract Data from LS-Dyna
Output File. Calculate Objective
Function

Yes
Are Termination Criteria Met?

Stop

No
Modify LS-Dyna input File
According to tlie Optimization
Program

Figure 3.21 Flow Chart Showing the Procedure of the Optimization Program
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3.4 Results
The vehicle joint model is run with the loading conditions and different analysis
parameters as described in the Section 3.2.3. Three initial guesses are tried, as shown in
Table 3.5. These three guesses correspond to the lower limits, mid-ranges, and upper
limits o f the four variables. A non-dimensional form o f the variables is used to ensure
that search moves at an equal pace along the four variables. The searches for these three
cases end in various points that are listed in Table 3.6. Acceleration values o f the results
o f these three cases are listed in Table 3.7 through Table 3.9. In all cases, optimization
searches do not change the thicknesses o f the two sides o f the joint significantly with
respect to the initial guess. In the first case, the thickness o f Li (the length o f the joint
adjacent to the vertical plate) is doubled as the search moves this variable toward its
upper limit. Case #1 and Case #2 result in increasing the value o f the average
accelerations at the panel. The mass increase due to addition o f the joint in the Case #3,
for instance, is close to 5% o f the total vehicle mass.

Table 3.5 Various Initial Guesses used for Optimization Searches
ti (m)

t2(m )

Li (m)

L2 (m)

f

Case #1

0.0079

0.0079

0.1175

0.0953

3762.3

Case #2

0.0357

0.0357

0.1762

0.1429

2785.3

Case #3

0.0635

0.0635

0.2350

0.1905

2119.8

Initial
Guesses
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Table 3.6 Final Results o f Optimization Searches
Final Results

ti (m)

t2(m)

Li (m)

L 2 (m)

f

Case #1

0.0094

0.0098

0.2159

0.1185

3401.7

Case #2

0.0361

0.0332

0.1785

0.1450

2761.3

Case #3

0.06348

0.06337

0.2348

0.1903

2114.7

Table 3.7 Accelerations for the Results o f Case #1

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

20750

Driver seat

10618

Instrumentation panel

23013

Commander seat

2513.7

Driver seat

2325.7

Instrumentation panel

5365.8

Average o f above 3 points

3401.7

Table 3.8 Accelerations for the Results o f Case #2

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

22287

Driver seat

9529.8

Instrumentation panel

20173

Commander seat

2689.0

Driver seat

2453.5

Instrumentation panel

3141.5

Average o f above 3 points

2761.3
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Table 3.9 Accelerations for the Results o f Case #3

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

X

Commander seat

11003

Driver seat

7659.0

Instrumentation panel

27049

Commander seat

2186.8

Driver seat

2066.0

Instrumentation panel

2091.5
2114.7

Average o f above 3 points
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Figure 3.22 Acceleration Curves for Results o f Case #3
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0.03

Comparing Table 3.7 through Table 3.9 shows that the Case #3 produces the best
results consistently for the three points when compared to the two other cases. The
acceleration vs. time curves at the commander, driver, and panel locations with optimized
joint o f Case #3 are displayed in Figure 3.22. Only the vertical plate in the optimized
results o f Case #1 experiences some localized plastic strain o f 0.0054, which is below
failure strain (0.13). This value is higher than the plastic strain in the no-joint case, which
is equal to 0.0022. On the other hand, the vehicles in Case #2 and Case #3 have no plastic
strain with the optimized joints. The stress contours for the Case #3, shown in Figure
3.23, indicate that the yield stress o f the vehicle material is not reached for this case
thereby there is no plastic strain induced in the model. Results indicate that a massive
joint works best for interrupting the shock.
LS-DYNA u s e r input
Time = 0.00099929
C ontours of Effective S tre s s (v-m)
m ax ipt. v a lu e
m in=0.00282229, at ele m # 26176
m ax=2.39654e+08> at e le m # 104574

Fringe L e v els
2 .3 9 7 e + 0 8 _
2 .1 5 7 e t0 8 _
1 .9 1 7 e + 0 8 _
1 .6 7 8 e + 0 8 _
1 .4 3 8 e + 0 8 _
1 .1 9 8 e + 0 8 _
9.5 8 6 e+ 0 7 _
7.19 0 e+ 0 7
4.79 3 e+ 0 7
2.39 7 e+ 0 7
2.822e-03

Figure 3.23 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Case #3
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CHAPTER 4

VEHICLE JOINT - BOLTED CONNECTION
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Section 3.1, a joint can be connected to the vehicle using various
techniques. Bolting the joint is considered in this chapter. Bolted connection has the
advantage o f the ease o f assembly/disassembly for repair or replacement. The focus o f
this chapter is to model the interaction between the bolted joint and the vehicle. The joint
is bolted to the vertical plate o f the vehicle. The bolts run all around the front surface o f
the joint as shown in Figure 4.1. Only the vertical portion o f the joint (areas A2-A5,
shown in Figure 4.2) is taken to be bolted to the vertical plate (areas A10-A14, shown in
Figure 4.3) o f the vehicle. In this study, the joint is assumed to be bonded to the vehicle
along the remaining surfaces.
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Figure 4.2 Joint Model (Areas A2-A9)

Figure 4.3 Vertical Plate (Areas A10-A14)
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4.2 Bolt Design
To properly connect a joint to the vehicle, appropriate numher, type and size o f
bolts should be selected. The process starts by calculating the bolt loads. These loads can
be divided into pre-load tightening and the external loading. Both loads are discussed in
this section.
4.2.1 Bolt loads
4.2.1.1 Pre-Load Tightening (Ftightening)
Screws should be tightened to produce an initial tensile force,

; nearly

equal to the full proof load, which can be defined as the maximum tensile force that does
not produce a normally measurable permanent set. The tightening load is specified
according to the following equation [28]:
^tig h ten in g ~ ^ 4

^p

Where, k is a constant, ranges from 0.75 to 1.0, taken here as 0.9.
Sp is the proof strength o f the material (N/m^).
At is the tensile stress area o f the screw (m^).
4.2.1.2 External Loading (Fextemai)
An important part o f the bolt design is to calculate the total axial force, which
would act upon the holt(s), known as the external bolt load (Fextemai)- This value depends
upon several factors including the force o f impact loading (P) and distance o f the load
point from the bolts. Figure 4.4 depicts a cross-section view o f the joint connection
showing the location o f bolts and the point o f load application.
The impact load (P = 400 kN) is applied at a vertical distance o f ‘’b ’ from the
lower edge o f the cross-section (Point B). The vertical plate is assumed to behave as a
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beam with completely fixed ends. In order to simplify the analysis, the focus is on the
two horizontal strips, at the top and bottom, along the length o f the vertical plate. In order
to calculate the end-moments at the points A and B, the following equations are used:

Ma = ^

j

2

^ ’

where, b = L/3

Greater moments yields higher forces; hence the higher value is picked as the
moment value used to calculate the bolt force. If

is picked, then moments are taken

about the point Oi, to calculate the bolt force (Fextemai)- If
are taken about the point O2 , to calculate the bolt force

is picked, then moments

(Fextemai)-

Bolts are placed in the

middle o f the joint along two horizontal lines, first line is midway between the points A
and Oi, and the second line is midway between points B and O 2 , as indicated in Figure
4.4. The equation used is shown below.

Where, y is the distance between the points A and Oi. It is also equal to the
distance between the points B and O 2 .
is the number o f the bolts
In the present case, when b = L/3,

is found to be higher than

. Hence,

is

used as the moment value used to compute the bolt force. Computations show that Fextemai
is 3.48 e5 N and this value is used in the bolt design calculation as shown in Section
4.2.2.
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Figure 4.4 Cross-Section View o fth e Bolted Joint Connection

4.2.2 Determination o f Bolt Material, Bolt Diameter, and Number o f Bolts
SAE Class 10.9 steel is selected, as the bolt material, for its high proof load and
yield strength value. The different material properties are indicated in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 Material Properties o f the SAE Class 10.9 Steel [28]
Property

Value (MPa)

Proof Load (Sp)

830

Yield Strength (Sy)

940

Tensile Strength (Su)

1040

Young’s Modulus (E)

200 e3
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4.2.2.1 Bolt Spacing
Spacing between the bolts is an important factor which needs to be considered
when the number o f bolts along the joint connection has to be determined. It is always
advisable to have some gap between bolts to allow for easy tightening or removal. Figure
4.5 shows a section of the line o f bolts and the bolt spacing pattern adopted. In this
pattern, it can be seen that a gap o f at least four times the bolt diameter is necessary
between the bolts. While the diameter o f the bolt head itself is twice the diameter o f the
bolt shank. The bolt spacing constraint could be stated as follows:
L>Adn^^

Where, d is the bolt diameter.
is the number o f bolts.
L is the length o f the line along which bolts are placed.

Bolts
4d

Figure 4.5 Bolt Spacing Arrangement
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4.2.2.2 Determination o f Number o f Bolts (nyi)
In order to determine number o f bolts required for the connection, a mathematical
equation is used [28]. The sum o f the tightening force and external force should not
induce permanent deformation in the screws as described in the equation below.
^e x te rn a l ) ^ i f t

^ ftig h te n in g

)

Design trials are conducted to find out the number o f bolts that could be used for a
particular value o f bolt diameter (d) and also for different values o f this parameter. This
was done to find out the exact relation between the bolt diameter and the number o f bolts
that could be used. The results are shown in Table 4.2. The bolt spacing constraint is
satisfied for each trial shown in Table 4.2. A sample calculation is shown below.
Let the bolt diameter (d) be selected as 0.014 m. This gives us a tensile stress
area o f the bolts equal to 1.15 e-4 m^ [15].
- 1.15e -4

The tightening force is calculated as follows:
^ tig h te n in g

k A^ S ^

= (0.9) (1.15 e -4 ) (830c6)
= 0 .859c5A
The individual bolt force is the ratio o f the total external force to the number (nyi) o f bolts
along a single line on areas A2, A8, A4, and A 10.
^

F x te rn a l,
^e

Q j.

^

3 48 c5

^bl

The product o f the factor [a ,
A,

^b\

) is calculated as follows

=(.1.15 e - 4 ) (9.40 e8)
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4 Sy = 1 . 0 8 1 e 5 7V

Substituting the values in the equation
^ ftig h te n in g

^ e x te r n a l ) ^ i f t

S y }

( (0.859e5) + ( ^ ^ ^ ^ ) )< 1.081 e5

By solving this equation, the value o f nyi is obtained, which is rounded to the nearest
lower integer. This gives the value o f Ubi equal to twenty. Hence it is seen that, twenty
bolts made o f SAE Class 10.9 steel and o f diameter 0.014 m, would be sufficient to
withstand the applied impact load.
The bolt spacing constraint is verified as shown below:
L = A.\m
A d n , , = (4) (0.014) (20) = 1.12 w

Hence, it is seen thatZ > 4 J

.

The design trials in Table 4.2 are started with a high value for the bolt diameter
‘d ’ which corresponds to a low value for the number o f bolts. Then the bolt diameter is
progressively decreased which corresponds to an increase in the number o f bolts required
for safe design. At the stage when twenty bolts are selected, the bolt spacing constraint
described in the Section 4.2.2.1 is checked and found to be satisfied. It is also found out
that having more bolts would cause the violation o f the bolt spacing constraint. Hence,
the final bolt design is decided as 20 bolts (along the middle row o f areas A2, A4, A8,
and AID) o f diameter 0.014 m made o f SAE 10.9 Class steel to withstand the applied
impact.
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Table 4.2 Bolt Design Trials
Bolt Diameter ‘d ’

F tightening

F external

At Sy

Number o f bolts

(m)

(N)

(N)

(nbi)

0.030

5.061 e5

5.273 e5

4

0.022

2.840 e5

2.850 e5

6

0.020

2.265 e5

2.300e5

8

0.018

1.782 e5

1.805 e5

10

0.016

1.405 e5

1.476 e5

15

0.014

1.033 e5

1.081 e5

20

4.2.3 Arrangement o f Bolts
New lines (L1-L4) are added, as shown in Figure 4.6, to include the bolts in the
FEA model. The process requires creating new keypoints 25-28. The keypoints 5-12 are
created similar to those discussed in Section 3.2.2.1 and the equations used to compute
their coordinates are displayed in Table 3.1. The coordinates o f keypoints 25-28 are
computed using the equations shown in Table 4.3.

Table 4.3 Relations for Computing the Coordinates’ o f Points 25-28
Y Coordinate

Z Coordinate

(X5 + Xg)/2

(ys + yg)/2

(Z5 + Zg)/2

26

(X6 + Xio)/2

(y6 + yio)/2

(Z6 + Zio)/2

27

(X7 + Xii)/2

(y? + yii)/2

(Z7 + Zii)/2

28

(X8 + Xi2)/2

(ys + yi2)/2

(zg + Zi 2)/2

K P#

X Coordinate

25
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In Section 4.2.2, it is seen that ‘nbi’ bolts are placed along the line L I. The
dimensions o f the area A2 are dependent on the design variable ‘L f . Consequently, the
length o f the line LI depends on the design variable ‘L f .
Let the length o f the line LI be denoted by the term ‘L e n L l’. So having ‘nbi’
bolts along that line would give:
Bolt spacing distance = L e n L y
/ ^bi
Same numbers o f bolts are placed along line L3. Similar bolt spacing is desirable all
throughout the bolt arrangement. The lengths o f the lines L2 and L4 depend on the design
variable ‘L i’ value and are denoted by the terms ‘LenL2’ and ‘LenL4’ respectively. To
have a bolt spacing similar to that on lines LI and L3, it is determined to have ‘nbz’ bolts
along the lines L2 and L4. The value o f %% is calculated using the following equation:
= L enL ^
/ L e n L l/

/ I

AbJ

For instance, when ‘L / is at a mid value in its constraint set, discussed in Section
4.4, the length o f line LI is 4.10 m. Also in section 4.2.3, it is decided to have twenty
bolts along the line L I. So having twenty bolts along that line would give:
Bolt spacing distance =

'20

= 0.205 m

Same numbers o f bolts are placed along line L3. Lines L2 and L4 are around 0.8
to 0.9 m long depending on the design variable ‘L / value. To have a bolt spacing similar
to that on lines LI and L3, it is determined to have 0.8/0.2 = 4 bolts along the lines L2
and L4. Exactly similar bolt spacing pattern is created on the areas A10-A13 o f the area
o f the vertical plate, shown in Figure 4.3.
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A2

=;L lî
A4

Figure 4.6 Side View Showing Joint Areas A2 through A5

4.3 Parametric Finite Element Analysis
Parametric finite element model o f the vehicle and the joint, with the exception o f
the bolts and the contact definitions, is similar to what is discussed in Chapter 3. The
model has two parts - the fixed code and the variable code. Since the location o f the bolts
vary with the change o f the design variables, the process o f addition o f bolts to the LSDYNA file comes under the variable code. In this section, modeling and meshing issues
related to bolts are discussed, including the element type, the simulation o f tightening
load, the material card definition, load card definition, and the exact method o f
arrangement o f bolts along the joint.
4.3.1 Element Formulation Type
Beam elements are used to model the bolts. The beam element formulation used
in this study is the Hughes-Liu type, which is the default type formulation used in LSDYNA [16]. It is a two-noded element with 6 degrees o f freedom (DOF) at each node.
This type is based on the degeneration o f the iso-parametric 8-noded solid element [29].
This formulation type has several advantages [16]:
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■ It is simple, which translates into computational efficiency and robustness.
■ It is compatible with brick elements.
■ It allows for the treatment o f finite strains that occur in many practical
applications.
■ It includes finite transverse shear strains.
A single beam element can experience tensile and compressive stresses, and
plastic deformation. Hence one beam element is used to represent each bolt. The beam
element used for this purpose should have a cylindrical shape to simulate a bolt shank. It
is to be created o f constant diameter (d), which depends on the stress area (At)
determined in the section 4.2.2.2.

This value o f d is found out to be 0.0136 m. Hence the beam element is selected
to have a solid circular cross-section with an outer diameter o f 0.014 m. Each o f the beam
elements has one node on the vertical plate while the second node is on the corresponding
location on the joint. The length o f the beam element is equal the half the sum o f the
thicknesses ‘T ’ and ‘t f .
4.3.2 Meshing and Parametric Placement o f Bolts
The vehicle part is included in the fixed code portion and is meshed as discussed
in Section 3.2.1. The vertical plate and the joint are part o f the variable code and these
regions are meshed as discussed in Section 3.2.2.2. As discussed in Section 4.2.3, it is
decided to have twenty bolts along the length o f the joint and four bolts along the height
o f the joint. The meshed joint and the vertical plate are as shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8
respectively.
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Y

Figure 4.7 Meshed Joint
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All

A13

Figure 4.8 Meshed Vertical Plate

To connect the joint and the vehicle vertical plate, bolts needed to be placed at the
appropriate nodes. Specific nodes on the joint are selected to serve as one end o f all the
bolt members. Corresponding nodes are selected on the vertical plate to serve as the other
end o f the bolt members. The process o f identifying these nodes is described below in
two parts, which are discussed in the remainder o f this section.
4.3.3.1 Bolt Placement along Lines LI and L3
Figure 4.9 shows the mesh pattern o f areas A3 and A5. The number o f mesh
divisions

(N e i)

along the line L I (equal to number o f mesh divisions on L3) is determined

as discussed in Section 3. 22 .2 . In Section 4.2.3, it is decided to place ‘nbi’ bolts along the
lines LI and L3. So, ‘nbi’ number o f bolts needs to be placed along Nei divisions. This
could be done as described in the following steps.
■ Divide Nei by (nbi-1).
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The value obtained is rounded off to the nearest lower integer to get the value o f
bolt spacing division (BSDi).
The remainder (Ri) o f the term (Nei by (nyi-l)) is then calculated.
This value is divided by 2 and rounded to the nearest lower integer to get the
value o f starting division number ‘S D f.
The first bolt is placed at the division number ‘S D f from the left end (Points 25
and 28) o f the lines L I and L3. Then bolts are placed after every BSDi divisions
from there on till all the ‘nbi’ bolts are placed.

Vi V

I'i-UjUiljlHslljl

1

'

( I f lf

t
A3

T
LI

Y
L3

A5

1

Figure 4.9 Zoomed View o f the Areas 3 and 5 o f the Joint

4.3.3.2 Bolt Placement along Lines L2 and L4
Figure 4.10 shows the mesh pattern o f areas A2 and A4. The number o f mesh
divisions (Ne:) along the line L2 (equal to number o f mesh divisions on L4) is determined
as discussed in Section 3.2.2.2. In Section 4.2.3, it is decided to place ‘nb:’ bolts along the
lines L2 and L4. So, ‘nbi’ number o f bolts needs to be placed along Nei divisions. This
could be done as described in the following steps.
■ Divide Nei by (nbi-1).
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The value obtained is rounded off to the nearest lower integer to get the value o f
bolt spacing division (BSDi).
The remainder (Ri) o f the term (Nei by (nyi-l)) is then calculated.
This value is divided by 2 and rounded to the nearest lower integer to get the
value o f starting division number ‘SD i’.
The first bolt is placed at the division number ‘SD i’ from the lower end (Points 25
and 26) o f the lines L2 and L4. Then bolts are placed after every BSDi divisions
from there till all the ‘n ^ ’ bolts are placed.

Figure 4.10 Zoomed View o f the Areas 2 and 4 o f the Joint

4.3.3.3 Typical Bolt Arrangement
For instance, when Nei is 106, then BSD] = 5, which means that there would be a
bolt spacing distance o f 5 divisions along the Line L I and L3. The remainder R] is equal
to 11, which when divided by 2 and rounded to nearest lower integer gives the value o f
SDi as 5. This means that the L' bolt would be placed at the 5* division from the left end
(Points 25 and 28) o f the lines L I and L3. Then bolts would be placed at every 5*
division (10*^, 15*, 20* and so on) from there on till all the twenty bolts are placed.
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For instance, when Ne2 is 22, then BSDi = 7, which means that there would be a
bolt spacing distance o f 7 divisions along the Line L2 and L4. The remainder Ra is equal
to 1, which when divided by 2 and rounded to nearest lower integer gives the value o f
SDi as 0. This means that the L* bolt would be placed at the 0* division from the lower
end of Lines L2 and L4 (Points 25 and 26) and then bolts would be placed at every 7*
division (7*, 14* , and 2 F ‘) from there till all the four bolts are placed. A typical bolt
arrangement according to the mesh divisions discussed above is shown in Figure 4.11.

Bolts (indicated by small dots)

Figure 4.11 Typical Bolt Arrangement

4.3.4 Tightening Load Effects
4.3.4.1 Tightening Load Calculations
Threaded fasteners are tightened to produce an initial tightening force Tightening
nearly equal to the proof load, which is the maximum tensile force that does not produce
a measurable permanent deformation in the bolt. This load produces compression that is
equal in magnitude in the clamped bolt section. This phenomenon needs to be included in
the model to properly model shock propagation.
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4.3.4.2 Modeling o f Tightening Loads
To simulate the initial tightening load in the bolts, themial loading is selected as it is a
convenient and accurate way. The material model used for the beam elements is an
elastic-plastic thermal model [16]. The thermal coefficient expansion for the bolt material
(a) and the temperature change (AT) are the critical terms used in relation with this
material model.
This section deals with the process o f inducing the tightening load (Fi) thermally
by using the following procedure.
The thermal stress ( a ) corresponding to the tightening load (Fi) is calculated
according to the following equation:
^

_

^lig h ten in g

A

where, the tensile stress area (At) is decided based on the holt diameter (d) as discussed in
the section 4.2.2.2. Next, the corresponding thermal strain (e*) is computed using the
following equation. This thermal strain is caused by the change in temperature in the bolt
material model.

where, E is the Young’s Modulus o f the bolt material (defined in Table 4.1)
AT is the temperature change value (in °C)
The value o f a cannot be varied as it as material characteristic. Hence the value o f
AT is selected suitably so that the product term ‘ a (a t ) ’ equals the value o f6} . In this
case, the value o f the temperature change (AT) necessary for this material to induce the
required tightening load in the bolt is computed to be equal to 100°C.
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4.3.4.3 Load Curve
In Section 4.3.4.2, it is determined that a temperature change o f AT is needed to
induce the tightening load in the bolts. When the bolt is tightened, the region below and
around the bolt head is compressed as shown in Figure 4.12. A negative temperature
change is gradually applied to the bolt material so as to induce this compression effect.
The temperature change is initially at zero and is linearly decreased to -100 °C within a
period o f 0.001 s. And thereafter, it is maintained at that value until the end o f the
analysis. This is done to maintain the bolt tightening effect throughout the entire
simulation. At the end o f first 0.001 s, it is verified that the thermal stresses and strains
reach a steady value, i.e., they do not change until the external load is applied. The
impact load (as used in Section 3.2.2.2) is then applied for a period o f 0.002 s. The
termination time o f the analysis is 0.030 s, similar to that discussed in Section 3.2.3.3.

► Bolt Head
Bolt Shank
Compressed
Regions

Figure 4.12 Forces in the Bolt Region
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A

Loading Type

Thermal Load
Impact Load

0

0.001

0.003
Time (s)

----- ►
0.030

Figure 4.13 Loading Pattern

4.3.5 Contact Surfaces
Bolt members connect the joint and the vertical plate. Contact is still defined
between the joint and the vehicle to avoid the penetration o f one surface into another
upon the application o f the impact load. This contact is simulated with LS-DYNA’s
CONTACT

SURFACE TO SURFACE card. For this contact card, a master surface

(on the vertical plate) and a slave surface (on the joint surface) are selected. As the name
suggests, the slave surface follows the master surface to ensure that the vertical plate does
not penetrate into the joint surfaces. A sample contact card is shown below. SSID defines
the slave set ID. MSID defines the master set ID. SSTYP set to a value o f three indicates
that the slave set type is by part ID. MSTYP set to a value o f three indicates that the
master set type is by part ID indicating that the values under SSID and MSID indicate the
part number o f the corresponding surfaces. In this case, part 2 is the slave surface and
part 10 is the master surface. Parts are numbered in the same way as the areas have been
numbered in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. Hence part 2 corresponds to area A2, while part 3
corresponds to area A3, and so on. Other parameters such as FS, FD, DC, and VC which
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correspond to the various friction coefficients and scale factors are left unchanged as the
default values.
«CONTACT SURFACE TO SURFACE
ID
Î
1
MSID
SSID
SSTYP
Î
2
10
3
FS
FD
DC
$
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
SFS
SFH
SS T
Î
1 .0
0 .0
1 .0

MSTYP
3
VC
0 .0
HST
0 .0

VDC
0 .0
S F ST
1 .0

PENCHK
0
SFHT
1 .0

BT
DT
0 .0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 .0
FS F
VSF
1 .0
1 .0

Similar cards are defined for each pair o f contact surfaces. Each contact pair
consists o f one slave surface (on the joint) and one master surface (on the vertical plate).
For the areas 10, 11, 12, and 13, shown in Figure 4.8, o f the vertical plate (excluding the
central trapezoidal area), designated as the master surfaces; the areas A2, A3, A4, and
A5, shown in Figure 4.7, o f the joint are designated as the corresponding slave surfaces.
In Figures 4.7 and 4.8, it can be observed that each contact surface pair has the same
color. Similar contact cards are defined between each o f the rest o f the joint areas (A6,
A7, A8, and A9) and the main vehicle structure (part 1). In this way, it can be noted that a
total o f eight contact cards as shown in Table 4.4 below are defined to ensure smooth
shock wave propagation throughout the entire vehicle joint model.
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Table 4.4 Contact Pair Definitions
Contact Pair #

Master Surface (Part Id)

Slave Surface (Part Id)

1

10

2

2

11

3

3

12

4

4

13

5

5

1

6

6

1

7

7

1

8

8

1

9

4.3.6 LS-DYNA Input Cards
4.3.6.1 Beam Section
Section cards are used to define the sectional properties o f the element type being
used. SECID represents the Section ID that is being defined. ELFORM represents the
beam element formulation type. This value set to 1 indicates that the element formulation
is Hughes-Liu with cross section integration. SHRF represents the shear factor and the
default is set to 1. QR is set to 2 to indicate 2 x 2 Gauss Quadrature Rule is being used for
resultant beams. CST is set to 1 to indicate a tubular cross-section type. T S l represents
the outer diameter at node 1 o f the beam element. TS2 represents the outer diameter at
node 2 o f the beam element. TTl represents the inner diameter at node 1 o f the beam
element. TT2 represents the inner diameter at node 2 o f the beam element.
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*SECTION_BEÀH
$
$

SECID

ELFORM

4

1

TSl

TS2

0 .0 1 4

0 .0 1 4

SHRF

1. 0
TTl
0 .0

QR/IRID

CST

2.0

1. 0

TT2
0 .0

4.3.6.2 Material Model
The material and associated material definition cards for the vehicle and the joint
are the same as discussed in Section 2.3.5.4. To account for the thermal effects for the
bolt members, an elastic-plastic thermal material model is selected for the beam elements.
A sample thermal material card is as shown below. Different properties can be defined on
a curve with a minimum o f 2 points. MID represents the material ID number. RO
represents the density (kg/m^). T l, E l, P R l, ALPHA 1, SIG Y l, ETANl represent the
temperature (°C), Y oung’s Modulus (N/m^), Poisson’s Ratio, Coefficient o f Thermal
Expansion (/°C), Yield Stress (N/m^), and Tangent Modulus (N/m^) at point 1 on the
curve. While T2, E2, PR2, ALPHA2, SIGY2, ETAN2 represent the temperature (°C),
Y oung’s Modulus (N/m^), Poisson’s Ratio, Coefficient o f Thermal Expansion (/°C),
Yield Stress (N/m^), and Tangent Modulus (N/m^) at point 2 on the curve. This card
basically defines the material properties at two different temperatures T l and T2.
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*HAT E L A S T IC P L A S T IC THERMAL

MID
2
Tl
-1 0 0 .0
El
2 .GOOE+11
PRl
0 .3
ALPHAl
1 .3 S 0 E -0 5
S IG Y l
940000000
ETANl
Rnnnnnnnn

RO
7 8 0 0 .0
T2
1 0 0 .0
E2
2 .OOOE+11
PR2
0 .3
ALPHA2
1 .3 5 0 E -0 5
SIGY2
940000000
ETAN2
Rnnnnnnnn

4.3.Ô.3 Load Curves
The impact load cards are defined as in Section 2.3.5.5. The cards necessary for
the application of thermal load on the beam elements are the thermal load curve card and
the corresponding ‘define-curve’ card. Sample cards are shown below. Under
DEFINE_CURVE, LCID represents the load curve ID. SEA represents the scale factor
for abscissa values and SFO represents the scale factor for the ordinate values. Under
LOAD_THERMAL_LOAD_CURVE, the term LCID set to 2 indicates that the curve 2
defined above is applied to the elastic-plastic thermal material used for the bolt members.
*DEFINE_CURVE
S
LCID

2
5

S ID R

SFA

SFO

0

1.0

1.0

A1
0.0
l.O O O O O E-03
0.2

A2
0.0
-1 0 0 .0
- 1 0 0 . 0

5
«LOAD THERMAL LOAD CURVE
S
LCID
2
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4.4 Results
The bolt dimensions are not part o f the design variables. Hence the joint design
optimization is performed using the procedure described in Section 3.3. The bolted
connection model is run with the loading conditions and different analysis parameters as
described in the Sections 4.3.5 and 4.3.6. Three initial guesses are tried, as shown in
Table 4.5. These three guesses correspond to the lower limits, mid-ranges, and upper
limits o f the four variables ti, tz, Li, 1%. A non-dimensional form o f the variables is used
to ensure that search moves at an equal pace along the four variables. The searches for
these three cases end in various points that are listed in Table 4.6. Acceleration values o f
the results o f these three cases are listed in Table 4.7 through Table 4.9. In all cases,
optimization searches do not change the thicknesses o f the two sides o f the joint
significantly (less than 10 %) with respect to the initial guess, except for tz in Case #3.
For cases #I and #2, the final values o f Li are very close indicating that probably each
represents local minima. Also the mass increase due to addition o f the joint in the Case
#1, for instance, is less than 1% o f the total vehicle mass.

Table 4.5 Various Initial Guesses used for Optimization Searches
tl (m)

tz(m )

Li (m)

Lz (m)

f

Case #1

0.0079

0.0079

0.II75

0.0953

1692.3

Case #2

0.0357

0.0357

0.1762

0.1429

2353.5

Case #3

0.0635

0.0635

0.2350

0.1905

2407.0

Initial
Guesses
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Table 4.6 Final Results o f Optimization Searches
Final Results

tl (m)

t:(m )

Li (m)

Lz (m)

f

Case #1

0.0084

0.0080

0.1386

0.1234

1526.6

Case #2

0.0326

0.0353

0.1398

0.1681

2077.7

Case #3

0.0634

0.0522

0.1956

0.1598

2006.4

Table 4.7 Accelerations for the Results o f Case #1

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

9083.5

Driver seat

3015.2

Instrumentation panel

20836

Commander seat

802.19

Driver seat

739.10

Instrumentation panel

3001.5

Average o f above 3 points

1514.3

Table 4.8 Accelerations for the Results o f Case #2

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

11220

Driver seat

4994.4

Instrumentation panel

18288

Commander seat

1383.3

Driver seat

1246.1

Instrumentation panel

3603.4

Average o f above 3 points

2077.6
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Table 4.9 Accelerations for the Result o f Case #3

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

8828.7

Driver seat

5182.6

Instrumentation panel

24511

Commander seat

1276.0

Driver seat

1362.5

Instrumentation panel

3381.6

Average o f above 3 points

2006.7

X 10

D ri\er
Panel

CM

(/)
I

10)
8
<

I
0 .0 0 5

0 .0 1 5

0 .0 2 5

Tim e (secs)

Figure 4.14 Acceleration Curves for Results o f Case #1
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Figure 4.15 Acceleration Curves for Results o f Case #2
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Figure 4.16 Acceleration Curves for Results o f Case #3

Comparing Table 4.5 through Table 4.7 shows that the Case #1 produces the best
results consistently for the three points when compared to the two other cases. The
acceleration vs. time curves at the commander, driver, and panel locations with optimized
joint o f Case #1 are displayed in Figure 4.14. The stress contours for the Case #1, shown
in Figure 4.17, indicate that the yield stress o f the vehicle material is reached for this case
thereby inducing plastic strain in the model. The maximum plastic values obtained in all
the three cases are listed in Table 4.10. It can be seen that the increase in joint dimensions
leads to corresponding decrease in the maximum plastic strain value in the model. This
value is higher than the plastic strain in the no-joint case, which is equal to 0.0022. Thus,
for bolted connection models, stresses beyond the yield value inducing plastic strain in
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the vehicle structure are observed consistently. This helps in shock mitigation effectively.
By comparing results from Table 4.5 through Table 4.7 with Tables 3.6 through Tables
3.8, it could be noted that bolted connection models produce consistently lower peak and
average accelerations at critical locations when compared to bonded connection models.
Results indicate that for a bolted connection, a small joint works best for interrupting the
shock.

Table 4.10 Maximum Plastic Strain Values
Case

Plastic Strain (m/m)

1

0.010

2

0.005

3

0.003

Pretension in the bolts is induced by the application o f temperature difference
between the bolts and the surrounding plates. This thermal loading is applied gradually
for the first 0.001s o f the analysis as discussed in Section 4.3.4.3. The application o f this
type o f loading leads to the development o f stresses in the bolt and the surrounding
regions. Immediately, upon the application o f the load (at time instant = 0.0001s), these
stress regions around the bolts could be observed in Figure 4.19. The stress in the bolts
further increase upon the application o f impact load and they reach a much higher value
as shown in Figure 4.20.
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Time = 0.0029979
Contours of Effective S tr e s s (v-m)
m ax ipt. v a lu e
min=0. at elem # 40001
m ax= 3.83382e+ 08, at elem # 52145

Fringe L ev els
3.834e+ 08
3.450e+ 08
3.067e+ 08
2.G84e+08
2.300e+ 08
1.917e+ 08
1 .5 3 4 et0 B
1.150e+Q8
7.668e+ 07
3.834e+ 07
O.OOOe+00

Figure 4.17 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Case #1

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = 0.0029979
C ontours of Effective S tr e s s (v-m|
m a x ipt. v a lu e
min=0, a t e le m # 40001
m ax= 3.83382e+ 08, a t e le m # 52145

F ringe L e v els
3.834e+ 08
3 .4 5 0 e + 0 B _ |
3.06 7 e+ 0 8 _ l
2 .6 8 4 e+ 0 8 _
2.300e+OB _
1.917e+ 08
1 .5 3 4 e + 0 8 _
1.150e+0B _
7.6 6 8 e+ 0 7 _
3 .8 3 4 e+ 0 7 _
O.OOOe+00

Y

Figure 4.18 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot showing only the Joint - Case #1
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = 9 .8 3 1 4e-005
C ontours of Axial S tr e s s
b ea m integration pttti
m in=-256336, a t e le m # 40114
m ax= 1.24925e+ 06, a t e le m # 40204

Fringe L e v els
1.249e+06
1.099e+0G_l
9.481 e + 0 5 _ &
7.976e+G5_
G.470e+05_
4.965e+05 _
3.459e+05 _
1.953e+05_

4.4 7 8 e+ 0 4
-1.058e+05
-2.563e+05

I

Figure 4.19 Axial (X-Axis) Stress Contour Plot at 0.0001 s

LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e =
0.03
C ontours of Axial S tre s s
b ea m integration pt#1
min=-8.03815e+Q 8, a t ele m # 40114
m ax= 4.77288e+ 08, at ele m # 40014

Fringe L ev els
4.773C+08
3.8 9 2 e+ 0 8
2.6 1 1 e+ 0 8
1.5 3 0 e+ 0 8
4.4856407
-6 .3286407
-1 .7146408
2.7 9 5 6 4 0 8
-3.8706408
-4.9576408
-6 .0 3 8 e4 0 8

mm*
Figure 4.20 Axial (X-Axis) Stress Contour Plot at 0.030 s
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
5.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes shock response results for the vehicle models discussed
earlier. These models are:
■ Model 1 - Basic Vehicle Model (Without Joint)
■ Model 2 - Vehicle with Bonded Joint
■ Model 3 - Vehicle with Bolted Joint
The best case results, as discussed in Sections 3.4 and 4.5, obtained by using the
optimization technique, are used for models 2 and 3 respectively.

5.2 Discussion o f Results for the Three Models
Figure 5.1 shows the acceleration curves corresponding to the model 1 (Vehicle
only - No Joint) discussed in the Section 2.5. Table 5.1 shows the peak and the average
values o f the acceleration curves at the three critical locations. The stress contours and
the plastic strain plot are shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. Upon loading, the
vehicle material just crosses yield stress value and consequently undergoes slight plastic
deformation in the proximity o f the loading region, leading to a peak plastic strain value
o f 0.0021 m/m.
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Vehicle only - No joint model

X 10

3.5

^

1.5

0.01

0.015

0.02

0.03

Time (secs)

Figure 5.1 Acceleration Curves for Model 1

Table 5.1 Peak and Average Acceleration Values o f Model 1

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Mean o f Averages - A (m/s^)

Commander seat

24080

Driver seat

11332

Instrumentation panel

30774

Commander seat

2671.8

Driver seat

2499.3

Instrumentation panel

4668.1

(O f the 3 points above)

3279.7
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LS-DYNA u s e r input
Tim e = D.0010998
C ontours of Effective S tre s s (v-m)
m a x Ipt. v a iu e
min=8094.D7, at e le m # 9060
m ax=3.81225e+G 8, at e ie m # 28704

Fringe L e v els
3 .8 1 2 e t0 8 _
3.431 e + 0 8 _
3 .0 5 0 e+ 0 B _
Z .669e+08 _
2 .2 8 7 e + 0 8 _
1 .9 0 6 e + 0 8 _
1 .5 2 5 e * 0 B _
1.14 4 e+ 0 8
7 .6 2 5 e t0 7
3 .8 1 3 e+ 0 7
8 .0 9 4 e f0 3
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Figure 5.2 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Model 1
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Figure 5.3 Maximum Plastic Strain - Model 1
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i

The initial guess used and the best result obtained for the joint dimensions for
vehicle joint bonded connection are shown in Table 5.2. The acceleration vs. time curves
at the commander, driver, and panel locations for this are displayed in Figure 5.4. The
stress contours for this model are shown in Figure 5.5, indicate that the yield stress o f the
vehicle material is not reached for this case thereby there is no plastic strain induced in
the model. This indicates that the inclusion o f the joint within the structure by a bonded
connection increases the overall strength o f the structure, thus not allowing the material
to yield.

Table 5.2 Optimization Search Result for Model 2 - Bonded Connection
Model 2

tl (m)

t2 (m)

Li (m)

L 2 (m)

f

Initial Guess

0.0635

0.0635

0.2350

0.1905

2119.8

Final Results

0.06348

0.06337

0.2348

0.1903

2114.7

Table 5.3 Peak and Average Acceleration Values o f Model 2

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

11003

Driver seat

7659.0

Instrumentation panel

27049

Commander seat

2186.8

Driver seat

2066.0

Instrumentation panel

2091.5

Average o f above 3 points

2114.7
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Figure 5.5 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Model 2

The initial guess used and the hest result obtained for the joint dimensions for
vehicle joint bolted connection are shown in Table 5.4. The acceleration vs. time curves
at the commander, driver, and panel locations for this are displayed in Figure 5.6. The
stress contours for this model are shown in Figure 5.7, which indicate that the yield stress
o f the vehicle material is reached, thereby inducing plastic strain o f 0.0097 in the model.
This value is higher than the plastic strain in the no-joint case, which is equal to 0.0022.
Also, for bolted connection models, stresses beyond the yield value inducing plastic
strain in the vehicle structure are observed consistently. This helps in shock mitigation
effectively. It is to be noted that bolted connection models produce consistently lower
peak and average accelerations at critical locations when compared to bonded connection
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models. Results indicate that for a holted connection, a small joint works best for
interrupting the shock.

Table 5.4 Optimization Search Result for Model 3 - Bolted Connection
Model 3

ti (m)

t 2 (m)

Li (m)

L2 (m)

f

Initial Guess

0.0079

0.0079

0.1175

0.0953

1692.3

Final Results

0.0084

0.0080

0.1386

0.1234

1514.3

Table 5.5 Peak and Average Acceleration Values o f Model 3

Peak Acceleration (m/s^)

Average Acceleration (m/s^)

Objective function value ‘f (m/s^)

Commander seat

9083.5

Driver seat

3015.2

Instrumentation panel

20836

Commander seat

802.19

Driver seat

739.10

Instrumentation panel

3001.5

Average o f above 3 points

1514.3
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Figure 5.7 Von Mises Stress Contour Plot - Model 3

5.3 Comparison o f Results for the 3 Models
The acceleration results for the three different models used in this complete study
are shown in Tables 5.1, 5.3 and 5.5 and the corresponding plots are shown in Figures
5.1, 5.4 and 5.6 respectively. It can be observed that the peak acceleration values at the
three critical locations have reduced when a bonded joint is introduced into the basic
vehicle structure and these peak values are further significantly reduced when bolts are
used to connect the joint to the structure. The average acceleration values also decrease
when the bonded joint is introduced into the structure. These values significantly
decrease upon the introduction o f bolts as the means o f connection. Hence these results
indicate that a thin bolted joint conforming to the dimensions mentioned in the Table 5.4
helps in achieving the best shock mitigation effect that are obtained in this study.
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For the optimization o f the joint design, it is seen that in the case o f the bonded
connection model, a joint with dimensions close to the upper bounds o f the constraint set
is found to be the optimal solution, indicating that a massive or thick joint works the hest
for interrupting the shock in a bonded connection model. But in the case o f the bolted
connection model, a joint with dimensions close to the lower bounds o f the constraint set
is found to he the optimal solution, indicating that a thin joint works the hest for
interrupting the shock. The difference in the optimal joint size for both the models could
be attributed to the fact that the path o f shock wave transmission in the structure is greatly
affected by the presence o f bolts in model 3. The vertical plate and the joint surfaces,
being in a non-bonded condition, vibrate against each other in model 3 during which
some energy is spent thereby helping in shock mitigation.
Figure 5.8 shows the plot o f peak acceleration values at each critical location for
each o f the 3 different models. The three models are; vehicle with no joint, vehicle joint
bonded cormection, and vehicle joint bolted connection. It can be seen that the peak
acceleration values at the commander, driver and panel locations decrease as the joint is
included in the vehicle structure and further reduce when the joint is connected to the
vehicle by bolts. Figure 5.9 shows the plot o f average acceleration values at each critical
location for each o f the 3 different models. It can he seen that the average acceleration
values at the commander, driver and panel locations also decrease as the joint is included
in the vehicle structure and further reduce when the joint is connected to the vehicle by
holts except at the panel point.
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Comparison Plot for Peak Accelerations
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Figure 5.8 Peak Acceleration Comparison Plot for all 3 Models

C om parison Plot for Average Accelerations
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5.4 Conclusions
The results obtained from the finite element analyses o f the three models
developed in this study lead to the following conclusions:
■ Parametric finite element modeling, meshing and dynamic analysis o f the vehiclejoint structure and joint design optimization is carried out with the help o f
ANSYS 8.0, LS-DYNA v 970, and MATLAB 7.0.
■ Introduction o f a suitably designed optimal joint helps in the process o f mitigating
the shock transmitted to the critical locations.
■ The bolted connection vehicle-joint model is the best model in terms o f the least
shock transmission.
■ For the purpose o f shock mitigation, a thick joint is more suitable for the bonded
connection model while a thin joint works best for the bolted connection model.

5.5 Scope for Future Work
■ An experimental verification o f the finite element model needs to be conducted.
■ It is also needed to redesign a fully bolted joint.
■ The shock mitigating concepts developed here could be extended to joint design
for mitigating blast effects.
■ The material characteristics o f the joint could be customized for better energy
absorption. Use o f composites is being looked into at the ART research center.
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